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ABSTRACT
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks have achieved remarkable performance on visual recognition
problems, and have been extensively adopted in real-world applications, such as Apple’s Face ID
security system, autonomous driving cars, and automatic image tagging in online album services.
One major concern in the development of CNNs is that their computational complexity grows
along with the increase in their accuracy. Therefore, there is a continuous demand to find the right
balance between accuracy and complexity in the design of CNN models.
This dissertation focuses on designing various novel structures to enhance the performance of
CNNs and their efficiency. Our efforts fall into two categories. One is to explore the redundancy in
the standard convolutional neural networks so that comparable learning capability can be achieved
with lower computational complexity. The second is to improve network performance with dis-
tinctive structures that can learn better feature representations, yielding negligible computational
complexity by themselves.
To explore the redundancy in CNNs and reduce the computational complexity, we propose three
exclusive designs: Single Intra-Channel Convolutional (SIC) Layer, topological sub-divisioning,
and spatial “bottleneck” structure. The SIC layer reduces the redundancy from the disentanglement
between spatial 2D convolution and linear projection. Topological sub-divisioning is introduced
to reduce the density of connections between input and output channels. The Spatial “bottleneck”
structure takes advantage of the correlation between adjacent pixels in the spatial dimension to
reduce the complexity of linear channel projection without reducing the spatial resolution of the
subsequent layer. Building models based on these structures can achieve comparable performance
against the counterpart state-of-the-art models on different computer vision tasks with several times
fewer computational complexity, parameters, as well as actual running time.
iii
Since the most straightforward approach for boosting network performance from the non-linearity
perspective is to design a more powerful activation function, we design a unique Look-up Table
Unit activation function that learns the shape of the activation function from the data and provides
sufficient non-linearity to the network to learn more complex feature representations. We also
propose a novel layer structure, referred to as a Wide Hidden Expansion (WHE) layer, to substan-
tially increase the number of activation functions along with the implicit hidden-channel increase,
enhancing the performance of different network architectures.
iv
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Visual recognition is one of the essential high-level tasks in computer vision. Compared to the low-
level vision problems like edge detection, image stitching, and 3D reconstruction, visual recogni-
tion involves inferring high-level semantic information from images. It tries to answer the ques-
tions like “Does the image have an apple or orange?”, “where is the dog in the image, and what
is its size?” or “Is the person in the image sitting or standing?” Humans heavily rely on our visual
recognition ability in everyday life, from collecting food in the wild in the ancient era to driving
a car on a busy road nowadays. Humans have evolved in millions of years to be extremely good
at recognizing the world through vision. A 5-year-old kid has a more accurate, robust, and com-
prehensive recognition system than any computer in the world. Even with a single glance of the
world, we can interpret very complicated information like “How’s the weather now?”, “Is there
anyone that I know?”.
In contrast, since we have particularly limited knowledge of how our brain works, it is incredi-
bly challenging to design a computer-based visual recognition system that can match the human
brain’s performance. Visual recognition is the most challenging computer vision problem. Due
to the complicated definition of the high-level semantic labels, it is complicated to find a mathe-
matical model that maps the low level of visual information to the semantics. For example, when
designing a line detector, we can first detect the edges based on the gradient of the image, then
fit lines based on a linear equation of the coordinates. Both the gradient-based edges and the
line equation are mathematically well defined and can be implemented intuitively. Even in the
complicated 3D structure from motion (SfM) problem, the 3D geometry is also well defined, and
a solution can be accurately found by solving the mathematical equations. However, when de-
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signing a “dog” detector, which belongs to a semantic category, there are many factors that can
significantly affect the appearance of the object. Is the camera facing the front or side of the dog?
What breed does the dog belong to? Is it standing or running? Is the dog far away or very close?
Is the dog partially occluded by other objects? Due to all the possible appearance variance of one
semantic label, we cannot design such a detector using handcrafted models like inline detection or
3D reconstruction. Instead, researchers have found that machine learning is the best technique to
solve such complicated problems.
1.2 Traditional machine learning methods
In a traditional visual recognition system based on the supervised machine learning, a feature vec-
tor is extracted from each input image, and fed into a classifier to perform the recognition. A
classifier is a mathematical model with a set of learnable parameters. The parameters are learned
from a training set with the ground-truth label is given, and evaluated on a test or validation set.
Due to limited computation resources, the mathematical model of most classifiers is relatively sim-
ple. Therefore, each classifier can only be effectively learned under specific hypotheses over the
distribution of its input data. For example, a linear classifier like logistic regression or linear sup-
port vector machine (SVM) [8] assumes that its data lives in a space that can be linearly separable.
However, due to the complexity of the visual recognition problem, the visual data and the corre-
sponding semantic label often does not meet such a hypothesis. In such a case, directly feeding
the raw image data into the classifier leads to unsatisfactory recognition performance. Therefore,
a feature extractor is needed to transform the raw image data into a better representation that can
be effectively learned by the given classifier.
Tons of efforts have been devoted to crafting better feature extractors. A good feature extractor
should be able to find the information that is discriminative between different categories and in-
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variant inside the same categories. For example, color is a good feature to separate orange and
melon, while the texture is a better feature to separate grass and floor. While adding more “clean”
features almost always improves the performance, adding “dirty” features will confuse the classi-
fier and lead to worse performance. Histograms of local gradients (HOG) [13] have been proven
to be the most effective feature extractor that can capture the rough shape of the object with a high
level of robustness over the irrelevant variance. The Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) [17] representa-
tion over the local features models the global statistics well for the image classification task, while
the Deformable Part Model (DPM) [18] based on HOG provides enough flexibility to handle the
variance in the object detection task. However, the performance of such methods is still much infe-
rior to humans’ level. Neither the handcrafted feature extractors nor the traditional classifiers have
mathematical models that are complex enough to capture the extremely complicated distribution
of the visual data.
1.3 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are human brain-inspired machine learning systems that can
learn extremely complex distributions. A typical ANN contains multiple hidden layers. Each hid-
den layer is composed of a set of neurons. The output of each neuron is computed by first linearly
combining the data from the input, then applying a non-linear neuron function (e.g., sigmoid or
rectified linear function). While each neuron function is fairly simple, stacking multiple layers of
neuron functions can model highly non-linear functions. Theoretically, with a sufficient number of
neurons in each layer, and a sufficient number of layers, an ANN can approximate any functions.
ANN eliminates the necessity of hand-crafted feature extractor since it is complex enough to learn
the mapping between visual and semantic data directly. An ANN-based visual recognition system
can be as simple as an end-to-end framework that takes the image as input and outputs the semantic
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label. However, it is not practical to directly apply an ANN on raw image data. Three key factors
need to be considered :
• Computational Complexity
In each layer of ANN, each output neuron is connected to all the input data. Since one single
image can easily contain hundreds of thousands of pixels, an ANN layer that takes the raw
image as input will require an unbearable amount of computation. For example, feeding a
256× 256 image to a hidden layer with 1000 neurons requires 64 million multiplications.
• Effective Training
Most ANNs are trained with the back-propagation algorithm, in which the gradients from
the loss function over the output labels are propagated down through the network to the input
data using the chain rule for the gradient calculation. Since the ANN has multiple layers,
and each layer can either amplify or shrink the gradients based on the scale of its weights,
the gradients at the lower level of the network can either explode or vanish, which will lead
to inadequate training of the network, and the training process divergence.
• Generalization Ability
Due to ANN’s strong learning ability, it is flexible enough to fit perfectly well on limited
training samples. However, since the training data can not fully represent the underlying
characteristics of the semantic label, the network may only learn part of the useful informa-
tion, but also fits the relevant information that only exists in the training samples. In this
case, the trained network performs much worse on the test/validation set than on the training
set, which is called “overfitting”.
Lots of improvements have been proposed on the traditional ANN for addressing the above lim-
itations. Among them, the convolutional neural network is the most remarkable framework that
makes it possible to use neural networks to solve the visual recognition problem.
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1.4 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a particular type of ANN that is designed to process
image data. The convolution operation is one of the most common operations in low-level image
processing and computer vision. By scanning the input image with a given kernel, convolution
performs the same type of operation like smoothing or edge detection at each spatial location of
the input. Due to its translation equivariant property, it is very suitable to process image data, in
which translation is the most prominent factor. CNN uses the convolution operation to replaces the
linear combination in ANN, which makes two key differences: [1] Each output is only connected
to a small fraction of input, which leads to significantly reduced computation [2] The convolution
kernels are shared for each output channel so that the number of parameters is significantly reduced.
The network is less prone to overfitting problems.
Even with tremendous advantages over the traditional ANN, the early CNNs can only be applied to
quite simple tasks like digit recognition, mainly due to the limited data and computing resources. In
recent years, with the explosion of the Internet, it becomes considerably easy to collect millions of
image data. The rapid evolution of GPU also contributes to an exponential increase in computing
power. In 2012, CNN was first applied to a large-scale image classification problem that has more
than one million images and one thousand categories. It outperformed the traditional feature-based
method by a large margin. Since then, the research on CNN has increased at an unprecedented
pace.
Two pieces of work, Batch Normalization [39] and Residual Network [28], have remarkably
boosted the effectiveness of training CNN models, and enable highly deep network with more
than 100 layers to be successfully trained.
In Batch Normalization, the output of each layer in one training batch is normalized to zero mean
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and unit variance.Contributed to this operation, where the scale of the input data in each layer, as
well as its gradient, is bounded, the gradient explosion or vanishing problem can be overcome.
Residual Networks use skip-connections to directly connect two layers that are not adjacent in
the networks. The gradients from the upper layers can be directly passed through these skip con-
nections to the lower layers. Hence the effective depth for gradient propagation is significantly
reduced. The network in such a setup can converge to higher performance.
One popular topic in the research of CNN is designing novel architectures to maximumly explore
the learning capability of CNNs, achieving better recognition performance but with as few as
possible computation complexity and parameters.
On one hand, increasing the complexity of the network by either adding more layers or adding more
neurons to each layer almost always boost the performance. On the other hand, achieving higher
performance with similar complexity or maintaining the performance with less computation is also
crucial.Similar to the advantage of CNN over classic ANN, a superior architecture design can learn
more effectively from the input data, leading to both less computation and better generalization
ability.
There is not yet a clear definition of what we call the “learning capability” of the network. Like
the design and improvement of feature extractor, there is no mathematical model that can prove
one architecture is better than another. We are instead seeking the architectures that are more
suitable to learn information from the complex distribution of visual data, and empirically verify
them by training and testing with real data. One advantage of the CNN architecture design over
the feature extractor design is, we only need to design the basic building blocks and explore how
they stack together, while the millions of parameters in the network can be learned automatically.
The primary primitive blocks in CNNs are convolutional layers and non-linear activation function
layers. The design of new architectures mainly focuses on exploring these two blocks.
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In the following chapters, we focus on improving the learning capability of deep CNN models by
introducing five novel components that are used to build the networks. The proposed components
enhance the networks from various perspectives, from the basic convolution operation to the topol-
ogy of connections between neurons, to the type of neuron functions. Each of these components
improves one specific aspect of the networks and enables it to learn the image data more effectively.
In Chapter 3, we design three new architectures to dramatically reduce the redundancy in the orig-
inal standard convolutional layer and build more efficient networks. In the first scheme, we first
unravel the standard convolutional layer into a set of spatial 2D bases and linear projection. And
then, sequentially arrange these parallel bases into subsequent layers. Namely, each layer includes
a single 2D basis for each channel and linear projection. Multiple such layers flexibly stack to-
gether towards a deeper network. Combined with the residual connection, the missing spatial
information from a single 2D filter intra-channel convolution can be retrieved. This new, designed
convolutional layer can learn sufficient information with extremely low computation. We name
this layer as Single Intra-Channel Convolutional (SIC) layer. In the second scheme, we introduce
a topological structure to reduce the connection between input and output channels. In the topo-
logical structure, input and output channels are mapped to a multiple-dimensional space. Instead
of being fully connected with the input channel, each output channel only connects with a patch of
its neighbor input channels in the multiple-dimensional space. The major computation consump-
tion in the SIC layer comes from the linear projection. When combining topological connection
with the SIC layer, we can further reduce the computation complexity from the network. In the
third scheme, we reduce the computation complexity of the linear channel projection part in the
SIC layer from the spatial dimension by taking advantage of the correlation relationship among
adjacent pixels in the spatial domain. The new, designed structure is named as Spatial “bottle-
neck” structure. In the Spatial “bottleneck” structure, we first reduce the spatial dimension size for
the linear projection by applying a stride K (>1) for a single basis intra-channel 2D convolution
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and then recover the spatial resolution with a single basis intra-channel 2D deconvolution with
same stride K. In this fashion, we will not hurt the spatial resolution for the subsequent layer but
significantly reduce the complexity of the SIC layer.
In Chapter 4, we design an original activation function layer so that the network can learn the
optimal activation function shapes from the data by itself. The designed, unique activation function
unit, Look-up Table Unit(LuTU), is controlled by a set of anchor points stored in a look-up table,
which can be learned as the parameters. The learned shape includes multiple peaks and valleys,
which is dramatically different from the traditional activation functions. The Mixture of Gaussian
Unit can be used to approximate the learned activation function with fewer parameters. We also
adopt the policy of the fusion of multiple types of activation functions to boost the performance of
the networks further. The proposed layer can make the networks have more high-powered learning
capability.
In Chapter 5, we improve the performance of the CNN model by designing a distinct structure from
another increasing non-linearity perspective. The new, designed layer is named as Wide Hidden
expansion (WHE) layer. The proposed WHE layer can provide substantial hidden neurons to
implicitly widen the networks (along with the substantial activation functions) but only consumes
a small amount of computation complexity and parameters with sparse connections. Because of the
sparse connections, we can take full advantage of GPU cache and make the wide hidden neurons
computed on-the-fly and stored only in GPU cache rather than the GPU memory.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Evolution of Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) was first introduced in [48] to recognize handwritten digits.
CNN is composed of multiple convolutional layers, max-pooling layers, fully connecting layers,
and the final loss function layer. In each convolution layer, multiple small kernels are applied
over local patches of the input feature map and extract higher-level semantic information. The
parameters of the kernels are learned by descending along the gradients, which are calculated via
the back-propagation algorithm. The sparse local connections and shared kernel parameters in the
convolutional layer make it easier to train compared with the traditional fully-connected layer. Due
to limited training data and computing resources, the early CNN models have limited capacity and
are prone to overfitting, which leads to inferior performance to traditional feature-based machine
learning methods on visual recognition problems.
Large-scale datasets like ImageNet [14], which has millions of annotated images, as well as the
exponential growth of computing capability in GPU, make it possible to train much larger CNN
models effectively. In [45], the first modern CNN model named AlexNet is trained on ImageNet
and significantly outperforms traditional non-CNN methods [68]. In AlexNet, the traditional ac-
tivation function, the sigmoid function which has the shortcoming of gradient saturation [20], is
replaced by Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) to achieve faster convergence. To avoid overfitting,
data augmentation techniques like random cropping, mirror flipping, and color jittering are ap-
plied in pre-processing the input training images. Dropout [73] strategy is also used after the
fully-connected layers to increase the network’s generalization ability. At the training stage, l2
norm-based weight decay is used as regularization, and the weights are updated with stochastic
gradient descent on mini-batches.
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AlexNet defines the fundamental network structure and learning framework for modern CNN mod-
els. Since it was published in 2012, numerous improved network architectures have been intro-
duced to enhance the network accuracy and efficiency.
ZFNet [93] adjusts the kernel and stride size of the first convolutional layer in AlexNet to preserve
more useful information and achieve better accuracy. In NiN [51], a 1 × 1 convolutional layer is
introduced to increase the depth of the network, and the fully connected layer is replaced with a
global average pooling layer to reduce overfitting. VGGNet [72] uses 3× 3 kernel size exclusively
for all the convolutional layers and dramatically increases the depth of the network. Although it
is highly expensive in computation complexity, it shows the power of the depth in the network
design. GoogleNet[75] proposes to apply convolutional layers with various kernel sizes (1 × 1,
3 × 3, 5 × 5) and max-pooling on the same input and concatenate the output together to achieve
better learning capability.
A demanding problem for training deeper networks is the convergence. The training can diverge
or converge very slowly due to gradient explosion or diminishing. In [20] and [27], the authors
propose to normalize the initialized parameters so that the input and output of each layer have the
same variance. Batch normalization [39] normalizes the output of each convolutional layer to have
zero mean and unit variance. The combination of one convolutional layer followed by one batch
normalization layer and one ReLU layer constitutes the basic building block in a typical modern
CNN model.
Increasing the network depth does not always lead to improved accuracy, even without a conver-
gence problem. Highway Network [74] proposes to add a gating branch along with the main stem
as a short cut so that the information flow can go directly across many layers. Such an information
highway makes it possible to train a network with hundreds of layers. ResNet [28] proposes a sim-
ilar shortcut connection with identity mapping and allows each convolutional layer to fit a residual
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mapping. Thanks to the residual connection, ResNet can push the depth of convolutional neural
networks to more than 200 and achieve state-of-the-art accuracy on the ImageNet dataset. Based
on ResNet, there have been lots of variants. PyramidalNet [22] utilizes a pyramidal-like channel
increasing strategy in each stage that has the same feature map spatial dimension, which provides
a better generalize ability than the original ResNet. WideResNet [92] builds a much wider but less
deep network by largely increasing the number of the channels in each convolutional layer, which
also achieves comparable performance as a much deeper network. Stochastic depth [35] randomly
deactivates a set of layers during the training, which helps to make the training conducted more
effectively and efficiently. [77] claims that the ResNet structure can be considered as the ensemble
of several shallow networks because of the trivial influence from the removal of several residual
units. Based on the interpretation that ResNet is the ensemble of shallow models, FractalNet [46]
introduces to parallelize convolutional layers and concatenate them stage by stage, building a shal-
lower but wider network and achieving a substantial performance increase on different datasets.
DeepFusionNet [79] proposes to fuse the deep network and shallow network at different intermedi-
ate layers, which makes it possible for the network to learn multi-scale representations. DenseNet
[34] simplifies the structures in FractalNet and DeepFusionNet and directly adds more residual
connections in the network and concatenates all the layers together, which effectively enhances the
passing of the information and reduces the gradient path throughout the network. ResNext [87] in-
troduces a multiple branches structure based on group convolution [45] within each residual block,
which effectively increases the efficiency of the network. Dual Paths Networks (DPN) [9] takes
advantage of the merits of both ResNext and DenseNet and makes the network more efficient.
Another direction of improving the performance of CNN networks is the utilization of the atten-
tion mechanism, which can re-calibrate features by enhancing important features and suppressing
trivial features. Residual Attention Network [78] adopts an encoder-decoder mechanism to learn
the attention module, which demonstrates its robustness on noisy input. SENet[32] introduces
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a squeeze-and-excitation structure to explore the channel-wise attention and intriguingly outper-
forms non-attention models. CBAM [85] proposes to apply channel-wise attention and spatial-wise
attention sequentially on convolutional block. Different from SENet, CBAM uses both global av-
erage pooling and max pooling in its attention module.
From AlexNet to DPN-131, the Top-1 accuracy of CNN models on the 1000 categories ImageNet
classification dataset has risen from 57% to 80%. The accuracy increase for the state-of-the-art
models is accompanied by the parameters and computation complexity increase, which also means
more GPU resources consumption. Table 2.1 lists the Top-1 performance of the state-of-the-art
CNN models in recent years and their complexity.
Table 2.1: Top-1 accuracies and complexity of the state-of-the-art models in recent years.
Year Models Depth Top-1 accuracy Complexity(GFLOPs)
2012 AlexNet 8 57% 0.751
2014 VGG 16 71.5% 16
2014 GoogleNet 22 68.5% 1.6
2015 ResNet 152 77.84% 11.3
2016 DenseNet 264 79.73% 25
2017 DPN 131 80.07% 16
Since the Single Intra-channel (SIC) convolutional layer was introduced in our work [81], it with
an alias of depth-wise separable convolution has been extensively adopted [11, 31, 95] to design
compact and efficient CNN models, targeting inference applications on mobile devices and em-
bedded systems.
In 2017, Zoph, Barret, et al. [102] proposed to automatically find optimal neural network models
via network architecture searching (NAS). In NAS, the optimal network structures are searched fol-
lowing a specific searching control policy in a given searching space, including various fundamen-
tal components of the networks with convolutional kernel size, striding, the number of channels as
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the hyper-parameters to tune and then the optimal architectures selected according to a specific per-
formance evaluation strategy. Due to the complexity of training each searched CNN model and the
size of the search space, such NAS method requires a large amount of GPU resources (hundreds
of GPUs running for weeks). Since [102], NAS has attracted much attention from researchers.
Later work focuses on optimizing the control policy and designing a more reasonable searching
space to reduce the searching time and complexity. In [103], the authors propose to search for the
optimal “cell” structure rather than the entire network architecture on a small dataset and make it
transferable to a larger dataset, which can effectively reduce the searching time for large dataset.
In ENAS [64], the weights are shared among the same structure cells, which makes it possible
to use much fewer GPU resources for the network search. DARTS [56] formulates the searching
space as a continuous differentiable space so that the searching can be significantly accelerated
in a gradient descent manner. Attributed to its remarkably efficient strategy, DARTS can achieve
similar performance to NASNet with searching complexity that is three orders of magnitude less.
2.2 Novel layer designs in CNN
While most of the state-of-the-art deep architectures are configured with the existing types of
layers, there have also been researches in recent years that focuses on designing novel layers. Sev-
eral new types of activation function[27] [12] [41] [6] have been proposed to replace the original
ReLU function. In NIN[51], a micro multiple layer perceptron network is applied to scan the in-
put feature maps to extract better representation. CNNPack [83] performs the convolution in the
frequency domain with Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT), and achieves high compression by dis-
carding low-energy frequency coefficients. In LBCNN [42], pre-defined sparse binary 2D kernels
are convolved with the input, and then linearly combined to replace the traditional convolutional
layers. SPPNet [26] designs a spatial pooling layer and inserts it before the fully connected layer
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to make the network accept multi-scale input images.
2.3 CNN acceleration
Low-rank Approximation Both [40] and [15] adopt low-rank approximation to reduce the redun-
dancy in the larger kernel sizes and achieves up to ×4.5 speedup on CPUs over the first two layers
in CNN models. [96] applies a similar low-rank decomposition by minimizing the reconstruction
error of the non-linear activation function outputs. The low-rank approximation methods perform
decomposition on a pre-trained model and then fine-tune to recover the accuracy. They generally
work well for large convolutional kernels but achieve little speedup on small kernels. [43] de-
composes the original tensor matrix into several small matrixes with Tucker Decomposition and
low-rank selection strategy based on the reconstruction error from the linear kernel tensor rather
than the non-linear response. [76] decomposes the 4D tensor filter along the N (number of filters)
dimension and uses a linear combination of rank K (lower than N) of smaller filters to approximate
and trains the network from scratch. [38] similarly decomposes filters with kernel size d× d along
the number of filters dimension into the linear combination of 1× d and d× 1 filters.
Sparsity
SCNN [55] proposes a two-stage sparse decomposition to reduce both the intra-channel and inter-
channel redundancy of the convolutional kernels. The convolutional kernels are first decomposed,
then fine-tuned while imposing a group-lasso penalty. The authors demonstrate that more than
90% of the weights in the convolutional layers of AlexNet can be zeroed out while maintaining
similar accuracy. It obtained remarkable efficiency on the CPU. [23] obtains sparsity by pruning
the weights with thresholding and fine-tuning, then uses quantization and Huffman coding to com-
press the network parameters. In most cases, the benefit of high sparsity is challenging to be equiv-
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alently converted to real acceleration due to the heavy overhead of implementation on hardware.
SCNN solves this problem on CPU with complicated software design and computer architecture
considerations. However, it is still a challenging problem in GPU implementation. The following
mentioned literature makes efforts to obtain GPU implementation friendly sparse structures from
the perspective of filters, the number of channels, spatial dimension, etc. [84] proposes to learn
structured sparsity by imposing group lasso constraint directly on the filter, channel, shape and
depth dimensions. [89] zeros out the weights based on their magnitude as well as the overall en-
ergy consumption of each convolutional layer. [98] reduces the number of neurons with low-rank
constraint and sparse constraint. [52] sparsifies the feature map by adding a mask based on the im-
pact of each spatial location. Similarly, [19] suggests adding different types of sparse masks over
the spatial dimension to reduce the computation. [50] prunes the filters that have a relatively small
sum of absolute weights. [29] introduces to prune the channels with a sparsity imposed channel
index selector. Also, to prune the channels, [58] treats the scale of Batch Normalization [39] layer
as the channel selector and imposes the lasso constraint over the scale parameters. [36] follows
similar strategies to further prune the block and neurons in the CNN with the sparsity constrained
scale parameters as the selector. [33] applies group convolution[45] in the DenseNet and imposes
sparsity constraint to reduce the number of channels in each group.
Weight Quantization The weight quantization methods compress the CNN models by quantiz-
ing its weights with various quantization techniques. A straightforward method is to reduce the
precision of the weights from FP32 to FP16 or INT8, and fine-tune the network to maintain ac-
curacy. Since this method is hardware friendly, it has been extensively utilized by deep learning
hardware accelerators. Vector quantization represents the weights using a “codebook”, which is
composed of a limited number of quantization centers. Each filter is then decomposed to a linear
combination of a few centers in the codebook. Acceleration can be achieved by pre-computing
the inner product between the feature maps and the codebook in the inference stage. In Quantized
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Neural Network [86], the weights are split into different groups, and each group is quantized with
a k-means clustering algorithm so that the pre-computed inner product can reduce the inference
time.
Incremental Network Quantization (INQ) [97] adopts a dynamic quantization strategy to quantize
full precision weight in multiple steps during the training stage and achieves lower quantization
precision (5 bit) without performance loss. Different from directly applying quantization over
original full precision weights, Fixed-point factorized network (FFN) [82] decomposes the full
precision weights tensor into fixed-point format (weighted sum of outer product ternary entries).
XNORNet [66] uses binary weights (-1 and 1) and scales to approximate original high precision
weights. In XNORNet, the convolution is implemented efficiently with the bit-count shift opera-
tion. Ternary-Weight-Network [49] introduce 0 as the third quantized value in addition to -1 and
1, and use a single scale value for each layer to approximate the high precision weights. Trained-
Ternary-Quantization [101] applies two learnable full precision scale values for the negative and
positive weight value in each layer. DoReFa-Net [99] quantizes the weights, activations, and gra-
dients with different bit-widths to accelerate the network training on hardware.
Distilling Knowledge Distilling (KD) [30] introduces a student-teacher strategy to learn a simple
network from the output distribution of a complex network. In KD, the information transfer from a
large and complex model to a small and simple model is conducted via setting the output probabil-
ity of a large model as the soft target of the small model. FitNet [67] makes an extension based on
KD and takes the intermediate layers of the teacher model into consideration in training a student
model.
Compact Layer In standard CNN, the computation complexity of the convolutional layer is pro-
portional to the multiplication of kernel sizes, the number of input and output channels, and spatial
dimensions. Tuning these parameters for each convolutional layer is crucial for designing an ef-
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ficient network architecture. Using multiple layers of the small kernel to replace expensive large
kernels is a straightforward strategy to constrain the computation cost. [94] uses 7 × 7 kernel to
replace the 11 × 11 kernel in the first convolutional layer of AlexNet ([45]). [25] proposes to use
multiple layers with 2 × 2 kernel to replace 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 kernels. To reduce the computation
complexity from the perspective of input and output channels, [75] uses 1× 1 convolutional layer
to reduce the number of input channels of 3 × 3 convolutional layers; Similarly, [28] introduces
a “bottleneck” structure, in which both the number of input channels and the number of output
channels of the 3 × 3 convolutional layers are reduced by 1 × 1 convolutional layers. In [80], we
proposed to use a single basis intra-channel 2D convolution and linear channel projection to replace
the traditional convolutional layer. Each SIC layer with kernel size 3×3 with linear projection only
consumes 1/9 the complexity of the traditional convolution layer. Two such layers can replace one
traditional convolution layer and achieve the same accuracy. The popular light-weighted compact
networks like Xception [11], MobileNet [31] and ShuffleNet [95] are all designed using SIC as the
basic component.
Other methods [62] proposes to convert convolution operation into matrix multiplication in the
frequency domain with the FFT algorithm. A multi-stage tree-structured frame is introduced in
[54] , performing hierarchical classification with efficient CNN models. [7] applies a similar hi-
erarchical cascade structure and choose various models in different stages. The model selection is
treated as a layer-by-layer weighted binary classification problem.
2.4 Activation functions
Activation functions provide the non-linear transformation on CNN. It makes the network to learn
the complex feature representation. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) has been the default activation
function for most state-of-the-art CNN models due to its simple form and fast converting speed.
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ReLU has two possible shortcomings: (i) The information for the input is lost when it is negative;
(ii) The activation function is not differentiable at the origin. A few works have been published to
improve its performance. LReLU [61] adds a small positive slope to the negative part of ReLU to
prevent it from getting stuck on the negative part. In PReLU [27], the slope of the negative part
is parametric rather than fixed, which offers higher flexibility. RReLU [88] makes the negative
slope randomized in a given range during training and fixed in the test phase. In ELU [12], the
negative part is represented by an exponential function that connects to the positive linear function
smoothly, so that the whole activation function is differentiable. CReLU [71] concatenates both
the positive and negative parts of the input to keep all the information from the input but inevitably
doubles the number of output channels.
The above methods mostly keep their positive part the same as ReLU and focus on modifying
the negative part. A couple of works attempt to increase the flexibility of activation function
by adding parameterization. S-shaped ReLU [41] proposes to compose an activation function
with three piecewise linear functions. The activation function is formulated with four learnable
parameters. Adaptive piecewise linear (APL) unit [6] adopts a similar piecewise linear strategy but
is parameterized in a slightly different way.
Compared to adopting a single activation function, fusing multiple types of activation functions
provides another way of increasing non-linearity and flexibility. In [24], the authors propose to
ensemble several activation functions with positive weights that sum up to one. Each activation
function is normalized based on the distribution of its output. In [65], the activation functions are
fused in a hierarchical and probabilistic fashion. Since the activation function hierarchy is built
from LReLU, ELU, and PReLU, the output of the hierarchy still belongs to the ReLU family.
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CHAPTER 3: FACTORIZED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
3.1 Overview of factorized convolutional neural networks
In this chapter, we first factorize the traditional convolutional neural networks and design three
different structures to reduce the complexity of convolutional layers and train customized mod-
els from scratch based on the proposed low-cost convolutional layers, achieving remarkably high
performance/complexity ratio.
In standard convolutional layers, the intra-channel 2D spatial convolution and the linear channel
projection are entangled together to complete the 3D convolution, resulting in the highly redun-
dant computation. To reduce the redundancy, we first design a novel low-cost convolutional layer
Single Intra-channel convolutional (SIC) layer, which only takes a fraction of the computation but
as powerful as the standard convolutional layer. The idea behind this design is that when unrav-
eling the two operations in the standard convolutional layers, we can trim down the computation
redundancy from the spatial dimension, and a delicate parallel to sequential re-arrangement on 2D
bases filters in each channel can maximumly reduce the complexity for single convolutional layer
and work more effectively on capturing the spatial information. Stacking flexible number of the
SIC layer, we can built new networks with several times of fewer computation but achieve the
comparable performance against the original networks with the standard convolutional layer. The
SIC layer is composed of single basis intra-channel 2D convolution and linear channel projection,
Parts of the content in this chapter [1] are from our published paper (Wang, Min, Baoyuan Liu, and Hassan
Foroosh. “Factorized convolutional neural networks.” In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Com-
puter Vision Workshops, pp. 545-553. 2017)
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which consumes the majority of the computation in one layer.
To further reduce the complexity from the linear channel projection, a topological subdivision-
ing(TpS) framework is built for pruning the connections between the input and output channels.
One crucial assumption is that the valid connections only exist in the neighborhood of a multi-
dimensional space. Therefore, in the TpS framework, when rearranging the input and output chan-
nel into multi-dimensional tensors, each output channel is sparsely connected to the input channels
that are within its local neighborhood rather than the full connections in the original structure.
Furthermore, we design a spatial “bottleneck”(SpB) structure to take advantage of the local cor-
relation of adjacent pixels in the input, limiting the complexity of the linear channel projection
from the spatial dimension. In the SpB structure, spatial resolution shrinks by a ratio via single
basis intra-channel 2D convolution with stride greater than one and then bounces back to original
size via single basis intra-channel 2D deconvolution with the same stride. In between, the linear
channel projection operation is conducted with a much smaller spatial dimension.
3.2 Methods
Before introducing the proposed methods, we first review the standard convolutional layer. In this
chapter, all the convolutional layers are zero-padded so that the input and output have the same
spatial dimension. The residual connection is applied to each convolutional layer or channel-wise
bottleneck structure that has the same dimension of the input and output by default.
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3.2.1 Standard Convolutional Layer
Given the input data I in Rh×w×c, where h, w and c are the height, width and the number of
channels of the input feature maps, and the 4D convolutional kernel K in Rk×k×c×n, where k is
the size of the convolutional kernel and n is the number of kernels, the operation of a standard
convolutional layer O ∈ Rh×w×n = K ∗ I can be defined by the following formula.







K(u, v, i, j)I(y + u− 1, x+ v − 1, i) (3.1)
Where 1 ≤ y ≤ h, 1 ≤ x ≤ w, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The complexity of a convolutional layer is represented by
nck2hw (3.2)
The computational complexity is proportional to the quadratic of the kernel size, which bounds the
kernel size to 3× 3 in recent CNN models for an acceptable overall complexity.
3.2.2 Single Intra-Channel Convolutional Layer
3.2.2.1 Unravel 3D convolution
In the standard convolutional layer, the convolution operation between the input feature space and
the 4D convolution tensor can be treated as a set of 3D kernels convolve with the input features
along the spatial dimension, generating a set of output features in the 3D convolution fashion.
We can treat each 3D convolution as the combination of the intra-channel 2D spatial convolution,
capturing local structural information, and linear projection across channels, linear transformation
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of the feature space. Since the number of the output channel is typically more than one hundred,
hundreds of 2D convolution are applied over each input channel for the local spatial information.
Notably, a large amount of redundancy exists in such 3D convolution. The intuitive approach to
trim down the redundancy from the spatial dimension is to unravel the 2D spatial convolution and
linear channel projection from the 3D convolution and conduct each separately.
Following the kernel decomposition method described in SCNN [55], we can represent the 4D
convolution tensor with the bases filters B ∈ Rk×k×b×c, and the linear projection tensor P ∈
Rb×c×n, where b is the number of the bases.
K(u, v, i, j) =
b∑
t=1
B(u, v, t, i)P(t, i, j) (3.3)
Therefore, we can convert the convolution operation in the convolutional layer to





B(u, v, t, i)I(y + u− 1, x+ v − 1, i) (3.4)





P(t, i, j)J(y, x, t, i) (3.5)
, where J ∈ Rh×w×b×c.
In the unraveled layer, each input channel first convolves with b 2D bases, yielding b intermediate
feature maps, and then each output feature map is generated by applying the linear projection
across all the intermediate feature maps with the number b times of the input channel. With two
operations of the 2D spatial convolution and linear channel projection unraveled, we can design
desirable models with more flexible choices on the kernel size k and the number of 2D bases b.
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The complexity of the unraveled layer can be calculated by
bck2hw + bcnhw (3.6)
, where the first item corresponds to the 2D spatial convolution, and the second item corresponds
to the linear channel projection.
Considering generally k is no higher than 7 while n is more than one hundred, in the unraveled
layer, the computation is dominated by the linear channel projection part. Note that b = k2 gives
a full-rank decomposition of the convolutional kernel with complexity from the linear channel
projection part equal to that from the standard convolutional layer. As it was described in SCNN
[55], because of the redundancy, when setting the number of bases in a low-rank fashion so that





































(b) Single Intra-Channel Convolutional Layer
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the convolution pipeline of standard convolutional layer and Single Intra-channel
Convolutional(SIC) layer.
3.2.2.2 Sequential Arrangement
In the unraveled layer, b 2D bases convolve with the corresponding input channel individually and
simultaneously, then b intermediate feature maps interleave with the same linear transformation,
generating the output feature maps. We make a critic modification to deploy b 2D bases from
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parallel to sequential into subsequent b convolutional layers, transforming a single convolutional
layer into a framework with b layers, where each layer individually involves a single 2D basis
intra-channel convolution and a set of linear projection across the channels. In this process, all the
b layers have the same number of input channels and output channels. The output feature map of
the b layers is generated by distinct linear projections and non-linear transformations. With such a
sequential arrangement, the structure with b layers can maintain the same computation complexity
as one unraveled layer but gain more diverse feature representation. Hence, we can flexibly adjust
b to a smaller value than that used in the unraveled layer, achieve the same learning capability but
less complexity.
The complexity of each layer can be described by
ck2hw + cnhw (3.7)
, which approximates to 1
k2
the standard convolutional layer. Therefore, if replacing the standard
convolutional layer with several such highly efficient layers, we can build new models with signif-
icantly reduced complexity but comparable performance.
3.2.2.3 Residual Connection
When we consider each of the b layers, each input channel convolves merely with one k×k kernel
equivalent to a rank-1 decomposition, which is probably a highly risky operation.
Transforming the input information into a distinct feature space, each convolutional layer in a CNN
network can learn a higher abstract level of representation than its preceding layer. Therefore,
the useful information from the input can flow to the subsequent layers in a more discriminative
structure.
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While if we apply a single 2D basis filter to each input channel, there is a high possibility that
part of the useful information from the input can not be preserved. A typical example is if one
filter is learned to become a vertical edge detector, then all the horizontal information from input
channels will be lost after passing through such a filter. The subsequent layers will not recover this
information since this filter is the single path from the input channel. This limitation potentially
constrains the 2D filters from learning discriminative local structures.
However, with the residual connection adding the input information to the output of the linear
channel projection, there are two paths for the information passing, and the subsequent layers
can receive information from both the initial input and the output of preceding layers, which can
effectively prevent information missing from the single 2D basis intra-channel convolution.
We name such single basis intra-channel 2D convolution and linear channel projection with resid-
ual connection structure as the SIC layer and the networks built with SIC layers as SICNet. Fig-
ure.3.1 presents a graphical comparison between the standard convolutional layer and our SIC
layer.
3.2.2.4 Increasing Kernel Size
The primary benefit of the SIC layer structure is that variable kernel sizes for the spatial convolution
have no impact on the complexity of the linear channel projection, which takes the vast majority
of the complexity of the layer. Different from the standard convolutional layer, whose complexity




k2 << n, adjusting the kernel size only yields a fractional change on the overall complexity,




While the SIC layer significantly decreases the complexity of spatial convolution in a convolutional
layer, we make a further attempt to prune the density of connection between the input and output
channels.
In a standard convolutional layer, each output channel is fully connected with input channels. The
complexity is proportional to the product of input and output channels. We hypothesize that there
is massive redundancy in such a dense connection.
The grouping strategy in Alexnet[45], although it initially was proposed to reduce data transferring
between multiple GPUs, can be considered as the most straightforward approach of exploring
redundancy. In SCNN[55], the authors proved that remarkably high sparsity on the connections
could be fulfilled without sacrificing network performance. While the sparsity was obtained by
fine-tuning and did not possess any structure, we explore to build the sparsity with more regularity.
Inspired by the topological ICA framework in [37], we propose a s-dimensional topological sub-
divisioning between the input and output channels in the convolutional layer. Without loss of
generality, we assume the number of input and output channels is both n. We first arrange the
input and output channels as an s-dimensional tensor [d1, d2, ..., ds], so that n =
∏s
i=1 di.
Each output channel is only connected to its local neighbors in the tensor space rather than all
input channels. The size of the local neighborhood is defined by another s-dimensional tensor,
[t1, t2, ..., ts]. With input and output I,O ∈ Rh×w×d1×···×ds , and kernel K ∈ Rk×k×t1×···×ts×d1×···×ds ,
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the topological subdivisioned convolutional layer can be formulated as:









K(u, v, i1, · · · , is, j1, · · · , js)·
Ĩ(y + u− 1, x+ v − 1, j1 + i1 − 1, · · · , js + is − 1)
We use circular indexing to handle the boundary cases so that all the output channels are connected
to the same number of input channels. The complexity ratio between a layer with TpS and a




. This layer can substitute a standard
convolutional layer when k > 1, or the linear channel projection in the SIC layer when k = 1.
























Figure 3.2: Illustration of 2D and 3D topological subdivisioning.
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3.2.4 Spatial “Bottleneck” Structure
In designing traditional CNN models, there has always been a trade-off between the spatial dimen-
sions and number of channels. While the high spatial resolution is necessary to preserve detailed
local information, a large number of channels produce high dimensional feature spaces and learn
more complex representation. The complexity of one convolutional layer is determined by the
product of these two factors. With the number of channels increases, the networks need to main-
tain an acceptable complexity by utilizing the max-pooling or stride convolution to cut down the
size of the spatial dimension.
On the other hand, the adjacent pixels in the input of each convolutional layer are correlated sim-
ilarly to the image domain, especially when the spatial resolution is high. While reducing the
resolution by simple sub-sampling will lead to a loss of information, such correlation presents
considerable redundancy that can be taken advantage of.
In this section, we introduce a spatial “bottleneck” structure that reduces the amount of computa-
tion without decreasing either the spatial resolution or the number of channels by exploiting the
spatial redundancy of the input.
Given the 3D input data I in Rh×w×c, we first apply a single basis intra-channel 2D convolution
to each input channel as was introduced in Section 3.2.2. A k × k kernel is convolved with each
input channel with stride k, so that the output dimension is reduced to Rhk×wk ×c. Then a linear pro-
jection layer is applied. Finally, we perform a k× k single basis intra-channel 2D de-convolution
with stride k to recover the spatial resolution. The spatial “bottleneck” structure is illustrated in
Figure.3.3. In spatial “bottleneck” structure, we use single basis intra-channel 2D convolution
and de-convolution with stride k > 1 to reduce and expand the spatial dimension, which have very
low complexity (as is stated in 3.2.2.4). In between, the linear projection, which consumes most of
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computation, is now performed at reduced spatial dimension. With spatial “bottleneck” structure,





















All the proposed methods are evaluated on the large-scale ImageNet LSVRC 2012 dataset, includ-
ing 1.2M training images, 50K validation images, and 100K test images from 1000 categories. All
the images are pre-processed by resizing with its shorter edge equal to 256. The deep-learning
platform we choose is the Lua-based Torch. The network training is based on the Facebook-
Resnet-Torch [21]. Considering the SIC layer is an innovative design, typically, the single basis
2D intra-channel convolution cannot be precisely and efficiently executed by pre-defined layers
from any deep-learning platforms, we implement it with CUDA kernel programming and highly
optimize it to reduce the latency. The linear channel projection from the SIC layer and all other lay-
ers, like Batch Normalization, ReLU, max-pooling, average-pooling, are implemented in cuDNN
[10]. All the experiments are running on a server with 4 Titan X GPUs. We follow the standard
stochastic gradient descent with mini-batch size 256 to train each model and apply the same data
augmentation as ResNet [28]. In all our defined models, a dropout [73] layer with a ratio of 0.2 is
appended to the first fully-connected layer. During the training, we decay the learning rate from
0.1 to 0.001 every following 30 epochs. For each model in the experiments, Top-1 and Top-5 error
rates on the ImageNet LSVRC 2012 validation set are reported for center-cropping with single
model.
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Table 3.1: Configurations of baseline models and models with proposed SIC layers . For each convolutional
layer, we use numbers in brackets to represent its configuration. Each type of bracket corresponds to one type
of convolutional layer. With kernel size k, and n output channels, (k, n) stands for a standard convolutional
layer; [k, b, n] denotes an unraveled convolutional layer with b 2D filters(bases) for each input channel;
< k, n > represents an SIC layer. The number after the brackets indicates the times that the layer is
repeated in the stage.
Stage Output A B C D E F
1 1082 (7, 64)2
2 362
3× 3 max pooling , stride 3
(1, 128)
(3, 128)× 2 [3, 4, 128]× 2 < 3, 128 > ×2 < 3, 128 > ×4 < 3, 128 > ×6 < 5, 128 > ×4
3 182
2× 2 max pooling , stride 2
(1, 256)
(3, 256)× 2 [3, 4, 256]× 2 < 3, 256 > ×2 < 3, 256 > ×4 < 3, 256 > ×6 < 5, 256 > ×4
4 62
3× 3 max pooling , stride 3
(1, 512)
(3, 512)× 2 [3, 4, 512]× 2 < 3, 512 > ×2 < 3, 512 > ×4 < 3, 512 > ×6 < 5, 512 > ×4
(1, 1024)
12




FLOPs 1093M 593M 268M 376M 485M 393M
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Baseline we compare the accuracy and complexity of our methods against a baseline CNN model
that is built from standard convolutional layers. The details of the baseline model A are given in
Table 3.1.The convolutional layers are divided into stages according to their spatial dimensions.
Each stage includes 2 convolutional layers with kernel size 3 × 3. Inside each stage, the convolu-
tional kernels are performed with paddings so that the output has the same spatial dimensions as
the input. Across the stages, the spatial dimensions are reduced by max-pooling, and the number of
channels is doubled by 1× 1 convolutional layer. One fully connected layer with dropout is added
before the logistic regression layer for final classification. Residual connection is added after ev-
ery convolutional layer with the same number of input and output channels. The baseline model
achieves a 30.67% Top-1 error with 1093M multiplications for each image. It is noteworthy that,
with regard to performance/complexity ratio, this model compares favorably to GoogLeNet ([75])
(Top-1 error: 31.5%, #FLOPs: 1600M), VGG-16 ([72]) (Top-1 error: 28.5%, #FLOPs: 160000M)
and ResNet-18 ([28]) (Top-1 error: 30.43%, #FLOPs: 1800M) models. We substitute the standard
convolutional layers in the baseline model A with the proposed low complexity layers. The 7× 7
convolutional layer in the first stage and the 1 × 1 convolutional layers across stages are left un-
changed, and only the 3 × 3 convolutional layers are substituted. In the following sections, the
relative complexity is measured with regards to only those layers. To make cross reference easier
and help readers keep track of all the models, we index each model with a capital letter.
3.3.2 Single Intra-Channel Convolutional Layer
We first substitute the standard convolutional layers in model A with unraveled convolution layers
in model B. Each input channel is convolved with 4 2D filters(bases), so that the complexity of B
is approximately 4
9
of the baseline model A. We then substitute standard convolutional layers with
the proposed SIC layers to form model C, D and E. In a typical SIC layer with 3 × 3 kernel and
more than 100 channels, the 2D spatial convolution consumes less than 10% of total computation.
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The complexity of each SIC layer is approximately 1
9
of a standard 3 × 3 convolutional layer in
model A. Due to the extremely low complexity of SIC layer, we can experiment with replacing
one convolutional layer using one or more SIC layers. While model A has 2 convolutional layers






the complexity of model A respectively. Table 3.1 provides the detailed model configurations.
Table 3.2: Compare Top-1 & Top-5 error and complexity per stage of model A to E.
Method Top-1 Top-5 Comp
A Standard Convolution 30.67% 11.24% 1
B Unraveled Convolution 30.69% 11.27% ∼ 4/9
C SIC, 2 layers / stage 32.00% 12.13% ∼ 1/9
D SIC, 4 layers / stage 29.78% 10.78% ∼ 2/9
E SIC, 6 layers / stage 28.83% 9.88% ∼ 1/3
Table 3.2 lists the Top-1 and Top-5 errors and the complexity of models from A to E. With unrav-
elled convolution, model B matches the error rate of model A with the same number of layers but
only 4
9
amount of computation. With the proposed SIC layer, model C, D and E achieves +1.37%,






amount of computation. The com-
parison results demonstrate that our SIC layer based models are able to achieve remarkably higher
performance/complexity ratio than standard convolutional layer based model.
Table 3.3: Compare the performance of SIC layer models with different kernel sizes.
kernel size Top-1 Top-5 #FLOPs
D 3× 3 29.78% 10.78% 376M
F 5× 5 29.23% 10.48% 393M
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Increasing kernel size
According to the analysis in Section 3.2.2.4, we evaluate the impact of the kernel size increasing
in SIC layers on network performance and complexity. Model F is modified from the model D
by adjusting the kernel size from 3 × 3 to 5 × 5. Table 3.3 denotes that model F outperforms
model D by 0.5% with less than 5% (17M) complexity increase. It verifies that with the SIC layer,
increasing kernel size can be an alternative approach for enhancing the network learning capability.
3.3.3 Topological Subdivisioning
We first evaluate the performance of two Topological Subdivisioning (TpS) configurations on the
standard convolutional layer. Model G and H are both modified from model A via applying the
specific TpS configuration on the standard convolutional layers. We adopt 2D TpS for model G
and 3D TpS for model H, following the configuration in Table 3.4, so that the complexity reduction
rate is approximate to 4. When doubling the TpS-based layers, we can make both of the models
consume only half of the complexity of the model A in each stage.
Table 3.4: Configurations of model F and G that use 2D and 3D TpS.
Stage #Channels
2D TpS 3D TpS
d1 × d2 d1 × d2 × d3
t1 × t2 t1 × t2 × t3
2 128
8× 16 4× 8× 4
4× 8 2× 5× 3
3 256
16× 16 8× 8× 4
8× 8 4× 5× 3
4 512
16× 32 8× 8× 8
8× 16 4× 5× 6
As a comparison to the grouping strategy in AlexNet [45], we build another model I as a coun-
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terpart model by applying the grouping to model A with the group size 4. The same as building
model G and H from model A, we also double the number of layers per stage so that the overall
complexity is only half of that in the model A.
Table 3.5: Compare the performance of the TpS layer to standard convolutional layer and grouping strategy
([45]).
Methods Top-1 Top-5 Comp
A standard convolution 30.67% 11.24% 1
G 2D TpS 30.53% 11.28% ∼ 1/2
H 3D TpS 30.69% 11.38% ∼ 15/32
I Grouping 31.23% 11.73% ∼ 1/2
Table 3.5 lists the Top-1 & Top-5 error rates and complexities of model G to I. At the similar
complexity reduction rate, both 2D and 3D TpS models can retain comparable performance as
model A, while the grouping model has a 0.56% performance decline. It demonstrates the clear
performance advantage of our TpS over the grouping strategy.
SIC layer with Topological Subdivisioning
We further evaluate the combination of the Topological Subdivision and SIC layers. A new model
J is built by applying the same 2D TpS as model G to the linear projection in each SIC layer of
model D and doubling the TpS-based SIC layers. Therefore, the overall complexity in each stage
of model J is half of that in model D and equivalent to that in model C.
Table 3.6 shows the comparison results of the TpS-based-SIC-layer model J, the SIC-layer-only
model C, and the standard-convolution-based model A. Note that, model J outperforms model C
by 1.22% at the same complexity and achieves comparable performance as model A with only 1
9
complexity per stage. It indicates that the combination of TpS and SIC layers can contribute to a
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remarkable efficiency increase without performance compromise.
Table 3.6: Compare SIC layer with 2D TpS with SIC layer and standard convolutional lay
Methods Top-1 Top-5 Comp
A Standard Convolution 30.67% 11.24% 1
C SIC, 2 layers/stage 32.00% 12.13% ∼ 1/9
J SIC+2D TpS 30.78% 11.29% ∼ 1/9
3.3.4 Spatial “Bottleneck” Structure
In the evaluation of SpB structure, both the kernel size and stride of the in-channel convolution
and deconvolution are set to 2. The complexity of such a configuration is a quarter of a SIC layer.
Both model K and model K´ are modified from model D (4 SIC layers per stage) by replacing the
SIC layers with SpB layers. One SIC layer is substituted with two SpB layers, the first one with
no padding and the second one with one-pixel padding, leading to a 50% complexity reduction. In
model K, every other SIC layer is substituted; In model K´, all SIC layers are substituted. Table 3.7
compares their performance with the baseline model and SIC based models. Compared to the SIC
model D, model K reduces the complexity per stage by 25% with no loss of accuracy; model K´
reduces the complexity per stage by 50% with a slight drop of accuracy. Compared to the baseline
model A, model K´ achieves 9 times less computation per stage with similar accuracy.
Table 3.7: Compare Top-1 & Top-5 error and complexity per stage of SIC layer with SpB structure.
Method Top-1 Top-5 Comp
A Standard Convolution 30.67% 11.24% 1
D SIC,4 layers/stage 29.78% 10.78% ∼ 2/9
K SIC & SpB,6 layers/stage 29.72% 10.66% ∼ 1/6
K´ SpB,8 layers/stage 30.78% 11.34% ∼ 1/9
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3.3.5 Comparison with standard CNN models
In this section, we increase the depth of our models to compare with recent state-of-the-art CNN
models (VGG-16 and ResNet models).
To go deeper without increasing too much complexity, we adopt the channel-wise bottleneck
structure in a similar fashion to [28]. In each channel-wise bottleneck structure, the number
of channels is first reduced by half by the first layer, then recovered by the second layer. The
residual connection is added from the input of the first layer to the output of the second layer
(same dimension). Such a two-layer bottleneck structure has approximately the same complexity
to a single layer with an equal number of input and output channels, thus increasing the overall
depth of the network.
#FLOPs(106)

























Figure 3.4: Compare Top-1 error and complexity between our models and several previous work. The
closer to the left bottom, the better it is.
In both the SIC layer and the topological subdivisioning, we substitute one high complexity layer
with two low complexity layers. This scheme reduces the amount of computation while at the
same time, increases the depth of the network. When training deep models with state-of-the-art
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accuracies, we will not have sufficient GPU memory if both methods are applied. Therefore, only
the SIC layer is used in the models evaluated in this section. In this case, the training memory
consumption of our models is similar to the ResNet models with comparable accuracy.
Models Setting We gradually increase the number of SIC layers with channel-wise bottleneck
structure in each stage and compare their complexity to recent CNN models with similar accura-
cies. Model L and M have 8 and 12 layers in each stage. While model L and M have the same
spatial dimensions and stage structures as in Table 3.1, model N and O adopt the same structure
as in [28]. They have different pooling strides and stages right after the first 7 × 7 convolutional
layer. From the second to the fifth stage, model N has 20, 24, 24, and 32 layers, and model O has
20, 32, 56, and 56 layers respectively.
Table 3.9 compares the accuracy and complexity of our model from L to O with previous work.
Figure 3.4 provides a visual comparison in the form of scattered plot. The red marks in the figure
represent our models. All of our models demonstrate remarkably lower complexity and parameters
while being as accurate. Compared to VGG-16, our model L achieves same Top-5 error and lower
Top-1 error but consumes×42 less computation with as few as 4.6% of the parameters. Compared
to Resnet-34, Resnet-50 ,and Resnet-101 models, our models consume×7.32,×4.38,×5.85 less
computation respectively with similar or lower Top-1 or Top-5 error and have as few as 32%, 43%,
34% of the number of parameters. Table 3.8 lists the Top-5 error of our model N and O on test
server.
Table 3.8: Top-5 error rate(single model, center-crop) for model N and O on validation and test set.
Top-5(Val) Top-5(Test)
Model N 7.15% 7.39%
Model O 6.90% 6.98%
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Table 3.9: Compare Top-1 &Top-5 validation error rate, number of multiplications, parameters of our model
and several previous work, theoretical and actual speedups(measured by the average running time for the
forward pass of the whole network).
Model Top-1 Err Top-5 Err FLOPs # Parameters Parameters ratio
Speedups
Theoretical Actual
VGG-16 28.5% 9.9% 16000M 138M ×1 ×1 ×1
Model L 28.30% 9.9% 381M 6.3M 4.6% ×42.0 ×14.00
ResNet-34 26.73% 8.74% 3600M 21.8M ×1 ×1 ×1
Model M 26.54% 8.77% 492M 7M 32% ×7.32 ×2.74
ResNet-50 24.01% 7.02% 3800M 24M ×1 ×1 ×1
Model N 24.11% 7.15% 866M 10.3M 43% ×4.38 ×1.89
ResNet-101 22.44% 6.21% 7600M 43M ×1 ×1 ×1
Model O 23.33% 6.90% 1300M 14.7M 34% ×5.85 ×2.19
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3.3.6 Same Depth Comparison
Due to the extremely low complexity of SIC layers, we adopted the strategy of using multiple SIC
layers to replace one standard convolutional layer in previous sections. To analyze the influence of
depth in our method, we compare the performance of a SIC layer model against a standard convo-
lutional layer model that has the same depth. Model M′, which has in total 34 convolutional layers,
is designed by removing a few SIC layers from model M. Table 3.10 compares its performance
to ResNet-34. It consumes ×8.69 less computation(437M) while having only 0.8% higher Top-1
error (27.56%). This result demonstrates that with the same depth, our SIC layer-based model has
substantially lower complexity, but can still achieve comparable performance.
Table 3.10: Same depth comparison between model with SIC layers and standard convolutional layers.
Model Top-1 Top-5 #FLOPs
ResNet-34 26.74% 8.74% 3600M
our model M´ 27.56% 9.24% 437M
3.3.7 Implementation details and running time
In the SIC layer, the linear channel projection which takes the majority of the computation is a
point-wise convolution and can be implemented with high efficient cuDNN library. The single
basis intra-channel 2D convolution is implemented and optimized by our efficient CUDA kernel.
The foremost consideration in CUDA kernel design is to reduce the memory access latency. To
address this issue, we take full advantage of the shared memory and registers to maximally reduce
global memory access, and hide the instruction latency via increasing the parallelism.
As for the implementation of the TpS structure, currently, we follow the strategy of discarding
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all the non-connected weights in a convolutional layer. Different from the irregular connection in
sparsity-based methods, the regular pattern structures make 2D and 3D TpS feasible to be imple-
mented with efficient CUDA kernel.
We list the theoretical and actual speedups over VGG-16 and ResNet models in the last two
columns of Table 3.9. The actual speedups are calculated by measuring the average running
time for the forward pass, with the batch size equal to 128. The running time is measured on
a workstation with Intel Core i7-3930K CPU and NVIDIA Titan X GPU. cuDNN v5.1 is used
for acceleration. In all the models, the batch norm layers are merged with convolutional layers
for the inference time evaluation. Compared with the VGG-16 model, our model can obtain re-
markably ×14 actual speedup, which is the state-of-the-art speedup ratio against VGG-16. Our
models also achieve as high as ×2.74, ×1.87 , and ×2.19 actual speedup ratios compared with the
corresponding ResNet-34, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101 models.
The gap between the theoretical and actual speedups is attributed to the following reasons: (i)
3 × 3 convolutional layer has higher efficiency than 1 × 1 convolutional layer, due to its higher
computation density and the use of Winograd acceleration algorithm proposed in [47]; (ii) While
our models have a few times smaller number of channels than the deep ResNet models, larger
number of channels often results in higher efficiency in cuDNN’s implementation; (iii) Although
ReLU layers, residual layers, and the single basis 2D in-channel convolution in our SIC layers have
very low complexity, they are less optimized than the convolutional layers and take considerable
time.
Figure 3.5 compares the actual forward and backward running time of 3×3 standard convolutional
layer and SIC layer under various configurations. Figure 3.5 (a) (b) (c) plots the results of the
forward time with cuDNN, Torch cuNN, and the backward time with cuDNN respectively. We
evaluate three input dimension configurations: 128× 28× 28, 256× 14× 14 and 512× 7× 7. The
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number of output channels is equal to the number of input channels. For each configuration, we
plot the running time of the standard convolutional layer, SIC layer, as well as the two components
of the SIC layer (2D in-channel convolution and linear projection). The number on top of each bar
denotes its time relative to the SIC layer.
In both forward and backward operations, the proposed SIC layer has several times higher effi-
ciency than the standard convolutional layer. The ratios between the actual running time of the
standard convolutional layer and that of the SIC layer vary from 3.4 to 6.4, while the theoretical
ratios approximate to 9. In the SIC layer, the linear projection consumes the majority of running
time (68% to 93%). Therefore, the difference between actual and theoretically speedup is mainly
due to the lower efficiency of linear projection (1× 1 convolutional layer) in cuDNN, as we men-
tioned above. In Torch cuNN, the efficiency of standard convolution and linear projection is much
lower than cuDNN and similar to our implementation of intra-channel 2D convolution, which ex-
plains the extremely low complexity percentage (close to theoretical value) of intra-channel 2D
convolution in Figure 3.5(b). We expect a higher efficiency of our method with better optimization






































(c) Backward time: standard convolution and linear projection are implemented by cuDNN v5.1
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the actual running time for the SIC layer and the standard convolutional layer
with different implementations
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3.3.8 Comparison with other acceleration methods
Instead of fine-tuning from the pre-trained state-of-the-art models as the most of the previous
acceleration methods did, with our methods, we can build new convolutional neural networks and
train new models from scratch. We compare against other acceleration methods that based on
VGG-16, ResNet-34 and ResNet-50 with our counterpart models that have similar accuracies.
Table 3.11: Comparison with other acceleration methods based on VGG-16
Methods Top-5 error increase ↑ Speedups
Theoretical Actual
VGG-16 9.9% ×1 ×1
Low-rank[96] 10.4% ×4 ×2.9
Low-rank [76] 9.7% ×3.01 ×2.05
Quantization [86] 10.5% ×4.06 -
Tucker Decompose[43] 10.6% ×4.93 ×2.33
our Model L 9.9% ×42 ×14
Table 3.11 compares the speedup ratios of the acceleration methods of low-rank approximation
([96], [76]), weight quantization([86]), tucker decomposition ([43]) that apply on VGG-16 with
our model L that has a similar Top-5 error. While other methods can obtain no greater than ×5
theoretical speedup and no greater than ×3 actual speedup, some of which with higher error rates,
our model achieves a ×42 theoretical speedup and a ×14 actual speed up with a same Top-5 error
as the original VGG-16 model.
Table 3.12 compares the theoretical speedup ratios of the filter pruning acceleration methods ([50])
on ResNet-34 with our model M. Compared with the original ResNet-34 model, [50] achieves a
×1.3 theoretical speedup with a 1.1% worse Top-1 performance, while our model M can obtain as
high as a ×7.32 theoretical speedup with a 0.2% better Top-1 performance.
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Table 3.12: Comparison with filter pruning method ([50]) based on ResNet-34 model
Methods Top-1 err. #FLOPs
Speedups
Theor. Actual
ResNet-34 26.74% 3600M ×1 ×1
Prune-filter[50] 27.83% 2760M ×1.3 -
our Model M 26.54% 492M ×7.32 ×2.73
Table 3.13: Comparison with network pruning (NISP [91]) and filter pruning (ThiNet [60]) methods based
on the ResNet-50 model
Methods Top-1 err. increase ↑ Speedups
Theor. Actual
ThiNet [60] 0.84% ×1.58 ×1.1
NISP [91] 0.89% ×1.79 -
our Model N 0.1% ×4.38 ×1.89
Table 3.13 lists the comparison results of network or filter pruning methods (ThiNet [60], NISP
[91]) on ResNet-50 with our counterpart model N. Since the implementation platform of ThiNet is
Caffe (different accuracy of ResNet-50 with Torch) and no absolute Top-1 and Top-5 error rates are
stated in NISP, for a fair comparison, we evaluate the performance of different methods on Top-1
error increase. Compared with the original ResNet-50 model, ThiNet achieves a ×1.58 theoretical
speedup and a ×1.1 actual speedup with a 0.84% Top-1 error increase; NISP achieves a ×1.79
theoretical speedup with a 0.89% Top-1 error increase; our model N achieves a ×4.38 theoretical
speedup and a ×1.89 actual speedup with only 0.1% Top-1 error increase.
In summary, the proposed method achieves state-of-the-art speedup ratios on VGG-16 , ResNet-
34 , and ResNet-50 models with the comparable Top-1 and Top-5 performance.
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3.3.9 Visualization of filters
Given the outstanding performance of the proposed methods, one might wonder what type of
kernels are learned and how they compare with the ones in traditional convolutional layers. We
randomly chose some 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 kernels in the SIC layers and the standard convolutional
layers from each stage, and visualize them side by side in Figure 3.6.
We notice that many Gaussian or derivative of Gaussian patterns exist in Figure 3.6(b) and Figure
3.6(d), kernels from our SIC layers, especially for the 5 × 5 kernels in Figure 3.6(d), while the
kernels in standard convolutional layers exhibit more randomness. It demonstrates that the kernel
learned by the SIC layer can provide a high level of regularized structure. We attribute this stronger
regularization to the reduction of the number of 2D filters (single 2D filter in the SIC layer). In the
SIC layer each input channel has one 2D filter, but is connected to all the output channels, as stated
in Section 3.2.2.2, the filter is driven to learn the important information, showing more regularized
shape, in some sense similar to the principal components in PCA.
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(a) Filters in 3x3 standard convolution layers (b) Filters in 3x3 single intra-channel  convolution 
layers
(c) Filters in 5x5 standard convolution layers (d) Filters in 5x5 single intra-channel  convolution 
layers
Figure 3.6: Visualization of convolutional kernels from SIC layers and standard convolutional layers.
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3.4 Application on object detection
We further evaluate the performance of our method on the task of object detection. The object
detector based on our model is trained with the Single Shot Multi-box Detector (SSD) framework
([57]), which has a state-of-the-art detection speed. We train and validate on Pascal VOC [16]
and Microsoft COCO [53] datasets. We replace the base network in SSD with our model and
ResNet-101 and compare their accuracy and speed.
We measure the accuracy by the mean average precision (mAP@ 0.5) and average testing speed
by frames per second (fps) on Nvidia Titan X GPU.
Table 3.14: Comparison on PASCAL VOC 2007 test dataset. With our model , we can achieve same mAP
as ResNet 101 with 2× faster detection speed.
Model mAP@0.5 #FLOPs fps
SSD300(ResNet101) 73.4% 19600M 44
SSD300(Ours) 73.5% 3606M 92
Table 3.15: Comparison on COCO test-dev2015 dataset. With our model , we can achieve 2% higher mAP
than ResNet-101 with 2× faster detection speed.
Model mAP@0.5 #FLOPs fps
SSD300(ResNet101) 35.3% 19600M 44
SSD300(Ours) 37.3% 3606M 92
The input image resolution for SSD is 300× 300. In the Pascal VOC dataset experiment, we train
on Pascal VOC 2007 + 2012 training set and test on Pascal VOC 2007 test set. In the Microsoft
COCO experiment, the models were trained on the COCO trainval35k dataset and tested on the
COCO test-dev2015 dataset. Table 3.14 lists the comparison results on Pascal VOC. With more
than 2× faster detection speed (92 vs. 44 fps) than ResNet-101, our model achieves similar mAP
on Pascal VOC and 2% better mAP on Microsoft COCO.
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Table 3.16: Comparison on Pascal VOC 2011 segmentation dataset.
Model mIU #FLOPs Inference time
FCN-32s(ResNet101) 62.2% 39669M 50ms
FCN-32s(Ours) 61.5% 5982M 34ms
3.5 Application on semantic segmentation
We also apply our model to the semantic segmentation problem based on the Fully Convolutional
Networks (FCN) framework ([59]). We train FCN with our model and ResNet-101 as the base
network. We evaluate the performance of two models by the mean intersection over union(mIU)
with stride 32 on the validation set of Pascal VOC 2011 segmentation dataset and inference time
(input size 500 x 500) on Nvidia Titan X GPU. Table 3.16 lists the comparison results. Our model




In this chapter, we introduce a novel design of low complexity convolutional layer in deep CNN
that involves three specific improvements: (i) a single intra-channel convolutional (SIC) layer; (ii)
a topological subdivision scheme; and (iii) a spatial “bottleneck” structure. As we demonstrated,
they are all powerful schemes in different ways to yield a new design of the convolutional layer
that has higher efficiency, while achieving equal or better accuracy compared to classical designs.
While the numbers of input and output channels remain the same as in the classical models, both
the convolutions and the number of connections can be optimized against accuracy in our model
- (i) reduces complexity by unraveling convolution, (ii) uses topology to make connections in the
convolutional layer sparse, while maintaining local regularity and (iii) uses a conv-deconv bottle-
neck to reduce convolution while maintaining resolution. Although CNN has been exceptionally
successful regarding recognition accuracy, it is still not clear what architecture is optimal and
learns the visual information most effectively. The methods presented herein attempt to answer
this question by focusing on improving the efficiency of the convolutional layer. We believe this
work will inspire more comprehensive studies in the direction of optimizing convolutional layers
in deep CNN.
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CHAPTER 4: LOOK-UP TABLE UNIT ACTIVATION FUNCTION
4.1 Overview of Look-up Table Unit activation function
In the convolutional neural network structure, the convolutional layers play the role of linear trans-
formation for the input, while the activation function layers act as the non-linearity providers.
These two parts work together towards the powerful learning capability of the networks.
When we pay attention to the activation functions extensively used in most of the convolutional
neural networks, the hand-crafted ReLU family functions like ReLU [63] , LeakyReLU[61], PReLU[27]
, ELU[12] and APL[6] take the dominant position. Because of the benefit from the fast conver-
gence and acceptable non-linearity, ReLU variants become the top choice for the activation func-
tion layer. Note that all these hand-crafted activation functions are designed under tight constraints
with light parameters. Are they really the optimal choices?
There is the fact that the data-driven feature extraction system of the convolutional neural network
significantly outperforms the hand-crafted feature extraction methods. Inspired by this fact, in this
chapter, we propose to explore the optimal shape of activation function in a data-driven manner
rather than the hand-crafted methods. The shape of the activation function is learned flexibly by
the networks from the data with the minimum constraint. Figure 4.1 plots the shape of one learned
activation function with our method compared against other activation functions.
This chapter contains our previously published materials [2] (Wang, Min, Baoyuan Liu, and Hassan Foroosh.
“Look-up table unit activation function for deep convolutional neural networks.” In 2018 IEEE Winter Conference on
Applications of Computer Vision (WACV), pp. 1225-1233. IEEE, 2018.)
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Figure 4.1: Shape of one activation function learned with our method compared against other activation
functions.
We propose to use a group of anchor points stored in a look-up table structure to simulate the
shape of the activation function. When interpolating from relevant anchor points, we can obtain
the output result of the activation function for each input value. Notably, the proposed function
can approximate any univariate function when any two adjacent anchor points are close enough to
each other.
An interesting phenomenon from the learned shapes of the activation functions is that they demon-
strate more considerable diversity than all other activation functions and show peaks and valleys
patterns at different locations. Based on this observation, we further design a mixture of Gaus-
sian function for learning a similar non-linear shape but with a much fewer number of parameters.
Ultimately, we adopt a multiple activation functions fusion strategy, which can be simplified to
a constant inference complexity with linear interpolation approximation, to achieve better perfor-
mance.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of activation function from linear interpolation.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Look-up Table Unit (LuTU)
The novel activation function we designed is named as Look-up Table Unit(LuTU). The rough
shape of the function is decided by a group of anchor points stored in a look-up table structure.
Each anchor point is composed of two components, {xi, yi}, i = 0, 1, ..., n, xi = x0 + s ∗ i. {xi}
are pre-defined and uniformly spaced with step s in the input domain, while {yi} are learnable
parameters and updated during the training. For any input, the corresponding output is generated by
interpolating among relevant anchor points. In this chapter, we describe two different interpolation
methods: linear interpolation and cosine smoothing.
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4.2.1.1 Linear Interpolation
Intuitively, we first introduce the most straightforward interpolation, linear interpolation for the




(yi(xi+1 − x) + yi+1(x− xi)), if xi ≤ x ≤ xi+1 (4.1)
When any input value falls between the adjacent xi and xi+1, its output will be generated by
the weighted summation of yi and yi+1. Especially, when the step s → 0 and the starting point
x0 → −∞, any uni-variate function can be approximated by such kind of activation function.
In most convolutional neural networks, the Conv-BN-Activation structure is the standard unit of
the network architecture. Thanks to the batch normalization layer, which normalizes the output
with the distribution of zero mean and unit variance, the input domain of each activation function
layer is mostly limited to a short-range [x0, xn]. Therefore, we can use a controllable number of
parameters, which is sufficient enough to learn the exact shape of the activation function. As for
the handful of out of domain input values, we append a ReLU function to the proposed LuTU to
cover them.
Figure 4.2 gives an example of linear interpolated activation function from a set of anchor points



















, xi ≤ x ≤ xi+1 (4.4)
Each yi is updated according to the gradient from upper layers in back-propagation. While the
gradient over the input x is decided by the difference between yi and yi+1. There is a common
situation that for some value of i , yi−1 > yi < yi+1, this kind of local fluctuation of yi might lead
to the inconsistent gradient for the input value, where the gradient of f(x) over input x is negative
when xi−1 < x < xi and positive when xi < x < xi+1.
4.2.1.2 Cosine Smoothing
We then propose to use cosine smoothing based interpolation to smooth the shape of the activation
function.The activation function designed by shifting and scaling one period of a cosine function







x)), if − τ ≤ x ≤ τ
0, otherwise
(4.5)
, where τ is a hyper-parameter that controls the period (2τ ) of the cosine function.
This function has the following favorable properties:
• It is differentiable in all its input domain;
• The valid input domain is limited to one period of the cosine function [−τ, τ ], other input
values have zero output, which limits the actual amount of computation when calculating the
output of smoothed activation function.
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• The integral of this function is equal to one, which means smoothing a discrete function with
this mask will not change its scale.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of activation function smoothing with cosine mask.
Since each anchor point has a smoothing mask, the output of each input value can be generated




yir(x− xi, ts) (4.6)
, where t is an integer that defines the ratio between τ and s. Figure 4.3 illustrates how the cosine
smoothing mask generates the activation function from a group of anchor points. Each cosine
smoothing mask in one period has its center at xi and is weighted by yi from one anchor point.
Therefore, it can only cover the input domain of x ∈ [xi− ts, xi+ ts]. In other words, the output of
each input value is only calculated by the cosine masks that cover the input value. The minimum













(a) t = 1








(b) t = 2







(c) t = 3
Figure 4.4: The influence of hyper-parameter t on the smoothness of the activation functions
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From the minimum index to maximum index, only 2t smoothing masks will involve in calculating
the smoothed activation function. Therefore, the complexity is bounded to a small number of




yir(x− xi, ts) (4.9)







x), if − τ ≤ x ≤ τ
0, otherwise
(4.10)
The derivatives of the smoothed activation function f(x) over the input x and the look-up table
points yi are as follows:
∂f(x)
∂yi






r′(x− xi, ts) (4.12)
Figure 4.4 illustrates the smoothed activation function with various values of t. The larger t is, the
smoother the activation function becomes. In the experiments, we will discuss the influence of t
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on the performance.
4.2.2 Mixture of Gaussian Unit (MoGU)
A valuable finding from the shape of the learned LuTU cosine smoothing activation function is
that a few peaks and valleys patterns exist in the shapes of learned activation functions, but their
positions and scales vary from function to function. Based on this observation, it is reasonable to
assume that if we use a mixture of a gaussian type of activation function, it can achieve compa-
rable performance with the proposed LuTU but consume fewer parameters. This assumption is
successfully verified in the following experiment. The mixture of Gaussian activation function can











where λi, µi and σi are learnable parameters that control the scale, mean and the standard deviation
of each Gaussian function.
4.2.3 Multiple Activation Function Fusion
Note that, in both the proposed LuTU and MoGU, the fusion of multiple activation functions
always has superior performance to the single activation function. The theory behind it is similar
to the multiple kernel learning in SVM [8], which can effectively reduce the bias from kernel
selection and contribute to better performance. We can generalize the multiple activation function
fusion in the form of weighted and shifted summations over different types of activation functions.
Given a set of activation functions, fi(x), i = 1, 2, ...n, the fusion of multiple activation functions
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where λi and µi are learnable parameters that are corresponding to the scales and shifts of each
activation function. If fi(x) has built-in auto-scale or auto-shift, then λi or µi can be discarded.
inference with linear interpolation approximation: Even though the computation complexity
from multiple activation function fusion is decided by all the activation functions involved in the
training phase, when it comes to the inference phase where the shapes of the activation functions
are known, the actual complexity can be significantly simplified with linear interpolation as we
described above. Considering the complexity is calculated by the weighted sum of adjacent anchor
points with linear interpolation, we can achieve constant complexity with our proposed method.
As long as the step between adjacent two anchor points is small enough, the post-training approx-
imation could maintain exactly the same accuracy as the original activation functions do.
4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 Synthetic dataset
To begin with, we use two synthetic datasets and a tiny neural network model to illustrate how
the proposed activation function works intuitively. Each dataset has two categories (5K training
samples and 1K test samples for each category), and the samples in both datasets are generated
from 2D space. The distributions of the positive samples and negative samples vary from dataset
to dataset. In the first one, the samples from two categories locate around two circles (same center
but different radii), respectively. In the second one, they separately lie in two “S” shapes that
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are shifted from each other. Such synthesized datasets are selected for the intuitive interpretation
and visualization of our method. For such a simple binary classification problem, the perfect
classification performance can be achieved by any complex network. Therefore, it is necessary to
design a tiny network that we can explicitly compare the learning capability difference between
our proposed activation function and the original ReLU activation function. Figure 4.6 shows the
structure of the tiny network, including one input layer, one hidden layer with 4 neurons, and one
output layer of a binary logistic regression classifier.
The networks are trained for 160 epochs following the standard optimization strategy, mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent, with a batch size of 100. In the initialization, all the weights are set to
small values with gaussian distribution, the learning rate and weight decay are set to 0.01. During
the training, the learning rate is divided by a factor of 10 after 100 epochs. We train the networks
with ReLU and LuTU with cosine smoothing, respectively, and then compare their performances.
(a) Input data distribution (b) Heatmap from ReLU (c) Heatmap from LuTU-
Cosing Smoothing
(d) Learned activation 
function shapes from LuTU-
cosing smoothing
Figure 4.5: Experiment on a synthetic dataset. The input data is in 2D space and has two categories. The
network has a single hidden layer with 4 neurons. (a) shows the distribution of the input data from two
sets of samples. (b) and (c) visualize the output of learned networks with ReLU and LuTU using cosine






Figure 4.6: A tiny network trained on the synthetic dataset. The input has 2 dimensions. There is only one
hidden layer with 4 neurons. The output is obtained with binary logistic regression classifier.
Since the input data is in 2D space and the output of the network is the binary probability, we
can fully visualize the behavior of the network in a 2D heat-map format. In Figure 4.5(b) and
Figure 4.5(c), each position in the heat-map represent the probability of positive category with
corresponding input values. Blue stands for low probability, and red stands for high probability.
Comparing the heat-maps from ReLU (Figure 4.5(b)) and LuTU with cosine smoothing (Figure
4.5(c)), it is clearly shown that the LuTU possesses much higher learning capacity. With as few as
four neurons, it can successfully learn relatively complex representation, while the ReLU is limited
by its piecewise linear property and can only learn polygon shapes.
In Figure 4.5(d), we visualize the shape of all the 4 LuTU activation functions that are learned
from the input data. They demonstrate a high level of non-linearity, with multiple smooth peaks
and valleys in each function. The learned functions also show high diversity, especially in the
second experiment, which we believe provides the network with the necessary capability to learn
complex distributions.
Table 4.1 lists the accuracy comparison of ReLU and LuTU on different data distributions in Figure
4.5(a). LuTU achieves 7.5%, 11.8% higher accuracy than ReLU on the data distribution of circle
and S-Shape, respectively.
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Table 4.1: Accuracies of LuTU and ReLU on the simple synthetic dataset.







4.3.2 Image classification datasets
We evaluate the performance of the proposed methods on ImageNet [14] LSVRC 2012 and CIFAR-
10 [44] dataset.
ImageNet classification dataset is a large-scale dataset that contains 1000 categories. It provides
1.2M training images, 50K validation images, and 100K test images. The average resolution of the
images is 482 × 415. The ImageNet dataset is the most similar to real-world data and is the most
accurate way of measuring the performance of deep CNN models.
CIFAR-10 is a smaller scale image dataset including 10 categories of 32 × 32 color images. The
training set has 50k images, and the test set has 10k images. Due to its small image size, it is
suitable for fast prototyping and evaluation.
Experimental Settings: The proposed activation function is implemented and optimized with
CUDA. We build the networks on Torch’s deep learning platform. All the CNN models are trained
with Facebook’s implementation of ResNet architecture [21]. Conv-BN-Activation is the basic
block used in all models. During the training, the networks are trained by stochastic gradient
descent with a mini-batch size of 256. The learning rate is updated with a value of 0.1, 0.01,
and 0.001 every 30 epochs. The weight decay is set to 0.0001. We report the Top-1 and Top-5
validation error rates with the center crop for a single model.
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For the fair comparison among the different activation functions, we only replace the activation
function layers and keep all other layers unchanged in the same network architecture. From one
network to another, we also adopt the same data augmentation, hyper-parameters setting, and
weights initialization strategy.
4.3.3 ImageNet
we evaluate the proposed activation functions on ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 models and compare
against the ReLU activation function. In each residual block, one activation function is inside of
the block and one outside of the block.
4.3.3.1 LuTU
LuTU hyper parameters setting: The input of LuTU ranges from -12 to 12 (more than adequate
to cover almost all the input data). We set 0.1 as the distance between two adjacent anchor points
along the input domain. The total length of each look-up table is 241. We select t = 5 so that
the period (2ts) of the cosine smoothing mask is 1. LuTU is combined with ReLU by default for
handling several out of range input data. We initialize yi of each anchor point in the look-up table
to 0, so that the activation function is initialized as ReLU. The value of yi in LuTU is initially
frozen in the first few epochs, then updated with the same learning rate as other parameters.
Linear interpolation and cosine smoothing evaluation: We first evaluate the linear interpolation
(LuTU-LIN) and cosine smoothing (LuTU-COS) strategies of LuTU on the ResNet-18 model.
In the ResNet model, what is select for the last ReLU layer is its output directly goes through
a 7x7 average pooling and logistic regression layer to generate the output. There is no Batch
Normalization layer in between to stabilize the distribution of the data and gradient. Considering
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that our activation function can dramatically change the data distribution, for the training process
stabilization, we keep the last ReLU activation function unchanged and replace 2
3
of the other
ReLU layers with LuTU activation functions. No weight decay constraint is imposed on the anchor
points.
Table 4.2 lists the Top-1 and Top-5 errors of LuTU-LIN, LuTU-COS, and ReLU functions with the
ResNet-18 model. Both LuTU methods obtain lower error rates than the ReLU function. LuTU-
COS outperforms LuTU-LIN by 0.3%. Compared with ReLU, LuTU-LIN achieves a 0.81% lower
Top-1 error; LuTU-COS achieves a 1.07% lower Top-1 error.
Table 4.2: Compare validation errors of our proposed LuTU-LIN and LuTU-COS functions with ReLU on
the ResNet-18 model.





Visualization of LuTU activation functions: We visualize the learned shape of the LuTU acti-
vation functions in Figure 4.7. The top row shows the functions from LuTU-LIN, and the bottom
row shows the function from LuTU-COS. Each subfigure plots a few randomly chosen activation
functions from one layer of the network — the layer index increases from left to right. As we ex-
pected, the LuTU based functions can learn diverse shapes that are dramatically different from the
ReLU function. The functions learned with LuTU-LIN show a large amount of local fluctuation,
which, as is described in the previous section, will lead to inconsistent gradient over the input. In
contrast, the functions from LuTU-COS are much smoother. An interesting fact is that the learned
functions are not monotonic, some even having multiple peaks and valleys. We also notice that
many activation functions have a local valley close to the origin.
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(a) Learned LuTU activation functions with linear interpolation
(b) Learned LuTU activation functions with cosine smoothing
Figure 4.7: Visualization of the learned LuTU-LIN (top row) and LuTU-COS (bottom row) activation
functions.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the performance for different values of the hyper-parameter t in LuTU-COS.
Activation Function Top-1 error Top-5 error
ReLU 30.43% 10.76%
LuTU-COS , t = 2 29.60% 10.38%
LuTU-COS , t = 5 29.36% 10.21%
LuTU-COS , t = 7 29.53% 10.25%
Influence of hyper-parameter t in LuTU-COS: The hyper-parameter t in Equation (4.6) controls
the ratio between the period of cosine smoothing mask and the step of the anchor points in LuTU.
As is described in the previous section, a larger t will lead to a smoother activation function.
In Table 4.3, we compare the influence of different t on the performance of LuTU-COS with
ResNet-18 model. When t is set to 5, it can give the best result. It indicates that to some extent,
increasing the smoothness can lead to the performance increase, but higher smoothness does not
always promise better performance. In the following experiments, we choose t = 5 for LuTU-
COS.
4.3.3.2 Multiple Activation Function Fusion
We evaluate the performance of fusing multiple types of activation functions. We experiment with
a variety of fusions of ReLU, PReLU, LuTU-COS, and MoGU functions. In MoGU, we set the
number of Gaussian functions to 3. The Top-1 and Top-5 errors of the evaluated models are listed
in Table 4.4. When only PReLU is used, the Top-1 error is merely 0.2% lower than ReLU. Fusing
either MoGU or LuTU-COS with PReLU leads to a significant drop of Top-1 error (more than
1%). MoGU + PReLU achieves a 0.2% higher Top-1 error than LuTU-COS + PReLU with a
much fewer number of parameters, which validates our assumption that MoGichU can learn the
peaks and valleys that are present in the learned LuTU functions. Finally, when we fuse LuTU-
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COS, MoGU, and PReLU, we further boost the performance to 1.47% less Top-1 error than the
baseline ReLU function.
Table 4.4: Compare different activation function fusions.
Activation Function Top-1 error Top-5 error
ReLU 30.43% 10.76%
PReLU only 30.25% 10.68%
MoGU + PReLU 29.38% 10.26%
LuTU + PReLU 29.17% 10.18%
LuTU + MoGU + PReLU 28.96% 10.07%
Inference with linear interpolation approximation: Considering all the parameters are already
fixed in a trained model, we adopt the LuTU-LIN strategy to approximate each fused activation
function for cutting down the inference time complexity, as is explained in the previous section.
The inference time with such approximation is almost the same as that of ReLU. In LuTU-LIN,
the anchor points are uniformly sampled from the fused activation function. When the sampling
step is 0.1, the result of the fused activation function can be exactly reproduced. When increasing
the size to 0.2, we can cut down the parameters of the activation functions by half with only 0.05%
accuracy drop.
Discussion on parameters and complexity: Since convolutional layers have the major parameters
in the network, even though one LuTU activation function is corresponding to one input channel
in our proposed activation function layer, the amount of the parameters from these layers still only
takes a fractional of that in the whole network. In the experiments, the parameters increase from
our method is less than 3%. If the storage space is the primary concern in the network design, the
proposed MoGU function with a 0.1% parameter increase is an excellent alternative to LuTU.
Similarly, considering convolutional layers consume almost all computation in the network, the
inference complexity from our method is just negligible (< 1%) as that from ReLU. The training
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complexity is a few times higher with cosine smoothing, but still < 1% overall.
Table 4.5: Compare Top-1 & Top-5 error, increase of complexity and number of parameters of our method
and other activation functions on ResNet-18 and ResNet-34.
Models Activation Functions parameter ↑ complexity ↑Top-1 err. Top-1 err.↓Top-5 err.
ResNet18
ReLU 0 < 1% 30.43% 0 10.76%
LReLU[61] < 3% < 1% 30.31% 0.12% 10.73%
PReLU[27] < 3% < 1% 30.25% 0.18% 10.68%
ELU[12] < 3% < 1% 32.67% -2.24% 12.59%
CReLU[71] DOUBLE DOUBLE 30.62% -0.19% 11.14%
APL[6] < 3% < 1% 30.16% 0.27% 10.58%
PReLU+PELU[65] < 3% < 1% 30.09% 0.34% 10.55%
Ours < 3% < 1% 28.96% 1.47% 10.07%
ResNet34
ReLU 0 < 1% 26.73% 0 8.74%
PReLU[27] < 3% < 1% 26.58% 0.15% 8.60%
CReLU[6] DOUBLE DOUBLE 25.62% 1.11% 8.28%
Ours < 3% < 1% 25.73% 1.00% 8.17%
4.3.3.3 Comparison with other activation functions
We compare our activation function (LuTU-COS + MoGU + PReLU) against a variety of other
activation functions (LReLU [61], PReLU [27], ELU [12], PReLU + PELU [65], CReLU [71]
and APL [6]) with ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 trained on the ImageNet dataset. For most of the
activation functions that we compare with, since the original paper did not provide results on the
ResNet models, we retrain them using our experimental setup. The training curves are in the
supplementary material. The result of CReLU on ResNet-34 is provided by [70]. The number of
hinge loss sum in APL is set to 2 as stated in the original paper.
Table 4.5 lists the comparison results on ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 models. On the ResNet-18
model, compared with ReLU, our method can boost the performance by 1.47% while none of the
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others can achieve more than 0.4% increases. Specially, our method outperforms ELU [12] by
3.71%, PReLU [27] by 1.28%, CReLU [71] by 1.66%. On the ResNet-34 model, compared with
ReLU, our method can lead to a 1% performance increase while PReLU brings a 0.15% increase.
CReLU achieves similar performance as ours, but at the cost of doubling, the complexity and
number of parameters of the convolutional layer after each activation function layer. Our method
is superior to CReLU on ResNet-34, with a slight complexity increase in the whole network.
4.3.3.4 Reducing the number of convolutional layers
Since the proposed method can provide the network with a higher level of non-linearity and en-
hance its learning capability, we can match the performance of a ReLU based network with a fewer
number of layers. We design a new network model ResNet-26, which has a similar configuration to
ResNet-34 but with 8 fewer convolutional layers and also 1.13% worse Top-1 performance. With
the fusion of LuTU, MoGU, and PReLU as the activation function, ResNet-26 achieves the same
performance to ResNet-34 with the ReLU function, as is listed in Table 4.6. This result indicates
the possibility of designing inexpensive but equally powerful CNN models with our method. Addi-
tionally, our method has 1.2% better Top-1 performance than the original ReLU on the ResNet-26
model, which is consistent with the previous conclusion that our method has a significant advan-
tage over ReLU.
Table 4.6: ResNet-26 with LuTU achieves similar accuracy as ResNet-34 with ReLU , while saving 8
layers.
Model Act. Function Top-1 error Top-5 error
ResNet-34 ReLU 26.73% 8.74%
ResNet-26 ReLU 27.86% 9.44%
ResNet-26 Ours 26.68% 8.71%
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4.3.4 CIFAR-10
Finally, we evaluate the performance of our method with the ResNet-110 model on the small
CIFAR-10 dataset. Note that since CIFAR-10 is a tiny dataset and complex CNN models tend to
saturate on it, the main purpose of our experiments on CIFAR-10 is to validate the consistency of
our method. The result of ELU on ResNet-110 is provided from [69] and CReLU result is from
[70]. We replace half of the ReLU activation function layers in ResNet-110 with our activation
function (LuTU-COS, MoGU, and PReLU fusion) and follow the training strategy for CIFAR-10
in [21]. Table 4.7 lists their performance. Our method has comparable performance with ELU and
CReLU on CIFAR-10 while outperforming ReLU by 0.64%.
Table 4.7: Compare the error rate of our proposed method with other activation functions on CIFAR-10
dataset.








In this chapter, we introduced a novel activation function that is highly flexible, and its shape can
be learned with network training. We visualized how this method can learn complex distributions
more effectively than the ReLU function, and experimentally verified that it could improve the
performance of deep CNN models. The shapes of the learned activation functions are dramatically
different from the traditional ReLU family functions, which changes our previous understanding
of activation functions in deep CNN. We believe this work will inspire further exploration of un-
derstanding and designing new activation functions.
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CHAPTER 5: WIDE HIDDEN EXPANSION LAYER
5.1 Overview of wide hidden expansion layer
Non-linearity is an essential factor contributing to the success of deep convolutional neural net-
works. Increasing the non-linearity in the network will enhance the network’s learning capability
and attribute to a better performance.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel method to significantly increase the non-linearity in the net-
work. We propose to increase the non-linearity in the network by massively increasing the number
of activation functions with a novel Wide Hidden Expansion (WHE) layer. WHE can be flexibly
embedded into different network architectures by simply appending to convolutional layers.
In WHE layer, while the number of output channels remains the same as the number of input
channels, the substantial implicit hidden channels connect the input and the output. Each hidden
channel is followed by one activation function. Therefore, the number of activation functions
grows along with the number of hidden channels. Each hidden channel passes the weighted sum of
two input channels through an activation function, and aggregates the result to one output channel.
Such structured sparse connectivity guarantees that the computational complexity of this layer is
bound to be a fraction of the traditional convolutional layer. On the other hand, the hidden channels
exist only temporarily in the GPU cache during both the forward and backward phase of the layer.
Therefore, the memory consumption (for both training and inference) of WHE is determined only
The majority of the content [3] in this chapter will appear in IEEE WACV 2020 (Wang, Min, Baoyuan Liu, and
Hassan Foroosh. “Wide Hidden Expansion Layer for Deep Convolutional Neural Networks.” In The IEEE Winter
Conference on Applications of Computer Vision, pp. 934-942. 2020.)
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by the size of the input tensor, instead of the number of hidden channels.
The merit of the proposed WHE layer is straightforward: we are able to increase the number of
channels as well as the number of activation functions by more than an order of magnitude, with
minimal increase of consumed resources (both computation and memory). Obviously, the hidden
channels here cannot be considered equivalent to the channels in traditional convolutional layer,
since they are very sparsely connected to the much narrower input and output. However, they do
introduce significantly higher amount of activation functions, which provide the non-linearity that
is essential for a deep network to learn the complex distribution of visual data.
Comparing to methods that utilize channel-wise “bottleneck” structure like ResNet [28] and ResNeXt
[87], the fundamental difference between WHE layer and them is the structured sparse connec-
tions in WHE. Since each hidden channel in WHE is only connected to two input channels and
one output channel, a substantial increase of hidden channels requires only minor extra computa-
tion. While in ResNext, each hidden channel is connected to all the input and output channels in
the same group. With the same input, hidden, and output channels configuration, a module that
is built with the “bottleneck” and grouping structure in ResNeXt consumes more than 10 times
computation than WHE. Additionally, the structured sparse connection in WHE makes it possible
for the hidden channels to be computed on the fly and never stored on main GPU memory, which
is difficult to be achieved by ResNext.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Wide Hidden Expansion Layer
Here, we describe the proposed novel Wide Hidden Expansion (WHE) layer that can be used as
a building block embedded in a deep network. The layer’s input tensor X ∈ Rc×h×w and output
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tensor Y ∈ Rc×h×w have the same dimension, where c is the number of channels, and h and w
are the spatial dimensions. Considering the efficiency of implementing its sparse connections, the
input data are first split along the channel dimension into groups of size g, so that the weight pa-
rameters for each group can be processed in GPU cache. The implementation details are discussed
in Section 5.2.3.
In each group, the input data is processed along the channel dimension at each spatial location.
Therefore, we only need to consider the input vector x ∈ Rg and output vector y ∈ Rg in one
group for simpler notation.
A wide hidden layer h ∈ Rg×g that has g2 neurons is created to connect the input x and output y.
For each i ∈ [1, g] and j ∈ [1, g], there is one hidden channel that connects the input x[i] and x[j]
with the following linear equation:
h(i, j) = A(i, j) ∗ x(i) +B(i, j) ∗ x(j) +C(i, j) (5.1)
where A ∈ Rg×g, B ∈ Rg×g and C ∈ Rg×g are weight tensors that will be learned.
Each channel in the hidden layer is then passed through an activation function that provides the
non-linearity. Finally, the hidden channels that correspond to the same input channel are aggre-




f(h(i, j))D(i, j) (5.2)
where D ∈ Rg×g is another weight tensor that is learned.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of a WHE layer with 3 input channels and 9 hidden channels. In
summary, with an input in one group that has g channels, WHE layer creates g2 hidden channels,
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and applies g2 corresponding non-linear activation functions. The width of the hidden layer for all
the groups is therefore g times the width of the input tensor. On the other hand, each channel in
the hidden layer is connected only to two input channels and one output channel. Because of such
structured sparse connections, the complexity of the whole layer is much smaller than a standard
convolutional layer. The computational complexity and memory consumption of the WHE layer
will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2.
Figure 5.1: An example of the proposed WHE layer with 3 input channels.
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5.2.2 Complexity, Memory Consumption and Parameters Analysis
5.2.2.1 Computational Complexity
We analyze the number of Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) operations of the proposed WHE layer.
For each input vector x ∈ Rg at each spatial location in one group, g2 hidden neurons need to
be computed. Each hidden neuron involves 3 MAC operations, which include 2 MAC operations
in computing the neuron from the input, and 1 MAC operation in accumulating the neuron to the
output. An input tensor X ∈ Rc×h×w is composed of chw/g vectors of length g. Therefore, the
total number of MAC operations consumed by the WHE layer is
3chwg (5.3)
In comparison, the number of MACs of a standard convolutional layer with a 3× 3 kernel and the
same input dimensions is
9c2hw (5.4)
The ratio of their complexity is g
3c
. For instance, consider a typical convolutional layer with 256
channels. If we choose g = 16, which means the hidden layer has 4096 channels, then the com-




With an input tensor X ∈ Rc×h×w, the full hidden layer H ∈ Rc×g×h×w is g times the size of the
input, and the output Y ∈ Rc×h×w is the same size as the input. Therefore, the theoretical overall
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additional memory consumption of the proposed layer is
(g + 1)chw (5.5)
In a straightforward implementation for the proposed layer, if all the intermediate data (H and
Y here) are stored for back-propagation, it could have much higher memory consumption than a
standard convolutional layer. However, in our implementation, which will be described in Sec-
tion 5.2.3, the hidden layer exists only temporarily and does not consume actual GPU memory.
Therefore, the memory consumption of our implementation of the WHE layer is the same as a
convolutional layer.
5.2.2.3 Parameters
Given a WHE layer with input tensor X ∈ Rc×h×w, and group size g, each hidden channel is
associated with 4 parameters (A, B, C and D in Equations 5.1 and 5.2). There are gc hidden
channels in total. Therefore, the total number of parameters in the proposed WHE layer is 4gc,
compared to 9c2 in a standard 3 × 3 convolutional layer with the same input size. With 256 input





The forward and backward operations of the WHE layer are implemented with CUDA kernel
functions. Each CUDA block processes the input data in one group. The weights that correspond
to this group are preloaded to the shared memory of the block. Each block’s shared memory
resides in the cache of the Streaming Multiprocessor (SM) of the GPU, which has much higher
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bandwidth and much lower latency than the main GPU memory. In each iteration, an input vector
x ∈ Rg that corresponds to one spatial location is processed. The hidden layer h ∈ Rg×g is
computed on the fly and cached in the shared memory. Then the hidden layer is aggregated to
the output vector y ∈ Rg, which is then stored into the output tensor that resides in the main
GPU memory. Since the hidden layer is computed on-the-fly and never enters the main GPU
memory, the overall memory consumption is not determined by the width of the hidden layer,
which explains the reduced memory consumption in Section 5.2.2.2. The only requirement that
needs to be guaranteed is that the hidden layer can fit into the shared memory of the block.
The backward pass is implemented similarly, except that it involves more computation and con-
sumption of shared memory. First, the output of the hidden layer needs to be recomputed so that
the gradient over the aggregation weights D can be calculated. Second, the gradients over both the
weights and the hidden layer also need to be cached in the shared memory, which almost doubles
the shared memory consumption.
5.3 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of the proposed WHE layer on ImageNet [14] LSVRC 2012, CIFAR-
100 [44], and Tiny-ImageNet [90] datasets on a computer with Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU , dual
E5-2670 CPUs, cuDNN-v7.1 and CUDA-10.0.
ImageNet classification dataset is a large-scale dataset that contains 1000 categories. It contains
1.2M training images, 50K validation images, and 100K test images. The average resolution of the
images is 482 × 415. The ImageNet dataset is the most similar to real-world data and is the most
accurate way of measuring the performance of deep CNN models.
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CIFAR-100 is a smaller scale image classification dataset including 100 categories of 32 × 32
color images. Each category has 500 training images and 100 test images. Due to its small image
size, it is suitable for fast prototyping and evaluation.
Tiny ImageNet is a subset of the ImageNet dataset. It has 200 categories. Each category has 500
training images, 50 validation images, and 50 test images. The spatial dimensions of the images
are 64× 64.
Experimental Settings
We train and evaluate our networks on the PyTorch [4] framework and follow the examples in
[5]. We follow the standard data augmentation procedures that randomly flip horizontally and crop
each training image. All the models are trained with the “step” learning rate policy that divides the
learning rate by 10 after a certain number of epochs. For experiments on ImageNet, Top-1/Top-5
accuracies with center cropping are reported. For experiments on CIFAR-100 and Tiny-ImageNet,
averages of Top-1 accuracies on 5 runs are reported.
WHE block To embed our WHE layer into different network architectures with minimal modifi-
cation on original network structures, we designed a WHE block that contains one WHE layer, one
batch normalization layer, and one residual connection.
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5.3.1 ImageNet
We evaluate the performance of the WHE layer based on the ResNet-18, ResNet-34, WideResNet,
SENet-18, and MobileNet. One WHE block follows one convolution layer in the original network.
The networks are trained with two different input images size: 150 × 150 cropped from images
with shorter edge equal to 164, and 224 × 224 cropped from images with shorter edge equal to
256. We train the network for 120 epochs. The learning rate is set to 0.1 in the first 60 epochs and
divided by 10 every following 30 epochs. The weight decay is set to 1e−4 for the convolutional
layer and the batch normalization layer. For the WHE layer, we apply an adjusted weight decay
policy that sets the weight decay to 1e−6 in the first 80 epochs, 1e−5 in the subsequent 30 epochs,
and 1e−4 in the last 10 epochs. The group size g for the WHE layer is set to 16. The parameters of
the WHE layer are initialized with uniform distribution in [-0.1, 0.1] (In the experiments, adjusting
the range from 0.01 to 0.1 resulted in a marginal improvement in accuracy by 0.2%).
Table 5.1 shows the results of our method compared with the original ResNet , WideResNet ,
SENet-18 models on 150×150 input image sizes. On the ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 models, adding
the WHE layer significantly increases the Top-1 accuracy by 2.01% and 1.25% respectively, with
only a small increase in computational complexity (<4%) and in number of parameters (<2%) .
The WideResNet models that we compare with are WideResNet-18 1.25 and WideResNet-18 1.5,
which are widened versions of ResNet-18 that have 1.25× and 1.5×width, respectively. With only
a slight increase in complexity (3.2%) and parameters (1.7%), WideResNet-18 1.25 with WHE
layer can achieve 1.20% higher Top-1 accuracy than original WideResNet-18 1.25 model, and
matches the accuracy of WideResNet-18 1.5, which has 40% higher complexity and parameters
than the original WideResNet-18 1.25 . When compared with SENet-18 model, with WHE layer,
we can boost the model by 1.41% higher Top-1 accuracy with marginal complexity increase.
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Table 5.1: Compare Top-1 & Top-5 accuracies, computation complexity (measured with number of FLOPs)
and number of parameters of our methods compared with the original ResNet, Wide-ResNet and SENet
models on 150× 150 input image resolution.
Model Depth FLOPs Param Top-1 Top-5
ResNet-18 Original 18 790M 11.7M 64.96% 86.19%
ResNet-18 + WHE 18 820M 11.9M 66.97%(+2.01%) 87.48%(+1.29%)
ResNet-34 Original 34 1577M 21.8M 68.84% 88.90%
ResNet-34 + WHE 34 1632M 22.3M 70.09%(+1.25%) 89.43%(+0.53%)
WideResNet-18 Original 18 1.25 1200M 17.4M 67.27% 87.79%
WideResNet-18 + WHE 18 1.25 1238M 17.7M 68.47%(+1.20%) 88.35%(+0.56%)
WideResNet-18 Original 18 1.5 1690M 25.1M 68.62% 88.46%
SENet-18 Original 18 790M 11.7M 65. 64% 86.51%
SENet-18 + WHE 18 820M 11.9M 67.05% (+1.41%) 87.54% (+1.03%)
Table 5.2 shows the comparison results based on ResNet-18, SENet-18 and MobileNet models
with 224 × 224 input image size. Adding WHE layer improves the Top-1 accuracy of ResNet-
18, SENet-18 and MobileNet by 1.71%, 1.12% and 1.0%, respectively with slight increase in
computational complexity and parameters.
Table 5.2: Comparing Top-1 & Top-5 accuracies on ResNet-18, SeNet-18 and MobileNet models on Ima-
geNet with input image size 224× 224.
Model FLOPs Param Top-1 Top-5
ResNet18 1800M 11.7M 69.37% 88.96%
ResNet18+WHE 1872M 11.9M 71.08%(+1.71%) 89.93%
SENet18 1800M 11.7M 70.03% 89.44%
SENet18 + WHE 1872M 11.9M 71.15%(+1.12%) 90.14%
MobileNet 596M 4.2M 70.6% -
MobileNet + WHE 640M 4.3M 71.60% (+1.0%) 90.13%




Figure 5.2: Comparison training curves of original model and model with WHE layer based on ResNet-18
and ResNet-34 on ImageNet with input image size 150× 150.
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5.3.2 Same Depth comparison
To verify that the performance increase from the WHE layer is attributed to the non-linearity in-
crease in the network rather than the depth increase (appending WHE after convolutional layer),
we replace the WHE layers with the same number of low-cost DepthWise convolutional layers
that are used in our SICNet [80] and MobileNet, making a head-to-head comparison based on the
ResNet-18 model. Table 5.3 shows the same depth comparison result. With DepthWise convolu-
tional layers, the performance improvement is insignificant, i.e., only 0.1% better. In contrast, with
the WHE layer, we can boost network performance by 2.01% higher accuracy.
Table 5.3: Same depth comparison for the ResNet-18 model with WHE layers and same number of Depth-
Wise layers
Model FLOPs Param Top-1 Top-5
ResNet18 Origin 790M 11.7M 64.96% 86.19%
ResNet18 + DepthWise 796M 11.8M 65.12% (+0.16%) 86.14%
ResNet18 + WHE 820M 11.9M 66.97% (+2.01%) 87.48% (+1.29%)
5.3.3 Comparison with other non-linearity increasing methods
To compare our WHE layer with activation function based methods like PReLU, APL, and ELU,
we consider their impacts on the network’s performance based on the ResNet-18 model with the
ImageNet dataset. Models with different activation functions are trained with the same setting as
our WHE layer. Table 5.4 shows the comparison result. The activation function based methods im-
prove the performance of ResNet-18 by less than 0.3%, while our WHE layer boosts the accuracy
of ResNet-18 by 1.71%.
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Table 5.4: Comparison with other non-linearity increasing methods based on the ResNet-18 model on
ImageNet dataset







5.3.4 Running time and memory consumption
The WHE layer is implemented with efficient low-level CUDA kernel, as described in Section
5.2.3. In Table 5.5, we evaluate the forward running time and training memory consumption based
on the ResNet-18 model on 1 GPU.
Table 5.5: Comparing running time and memory consumption based on ResNet-18 for batch size 8.
Model Top-1 accuracy Forward Time Training Memory
Original 69.37% 8.1 ms 1061 MB
WHE 71.08%(+1.71%) 8.4 ms 1105 MB
5.3.5 CIFAR-100 & Tiny ImageNet
We evaluate five different ResNet models on CIFAR-100 and Tiny ImageNet, with depths equal to
20, 32, 44, 56, and 110. Each model is trained for 150 epochs. The learning rate is set to 0.1 for the
first 80 epochs and divided by 10 every following 40 epochs. On smaller scale datasets like CIFAR-
100 and Tiny ImageNet, deep network models are more prone to the problem of overfitting. To
reduce the impact of overfitting, we add dropout regularization [73] between the two convolutional
layers in each basic residual block. Since the ResNet models on CIFAR-100 and Tiny ImageNet
have much fewer channels than the ones on ImageNet, we also reduce the group size of the WHE
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layer to 4.
Table 5.6 shows the Top-1 accuracies of our method compared with the original ResNet models. To
make a fair comparison, we also list the performance of the original ResNet models with dropout
added (same dropout rate and locations in the residual block as ours). In all the five network
architectures, our method shows consistent improvement over the original ResNet models with
dropout on both CIFAR-100 and Tiny ImageNet datasets.
Table 5.6: Compare Top-1 accuracies and the number of parameters of our method with original ResNet





Original with dp Ours Original with dp Ours
ResNet
20 0.27M 0.28M 67.63% 68.42% 69.17% 48.15% 49.63% 50.29%
32 0.46M 0.47M 69.49% 70.29% 70.74% 49.86% 51.66% 52.61%
44 0.66M 0.68M 70.23% 71.02% 72.05% 51.24% 52.73% 53.23%
56 0.85M 0.88M 70.71% 71.83% 72.41% 51.35% 53.65% 54.17%
110 1.7M 1.76M 71.73% 73.10% 73.57% 52.60% 54.37% 54.90%
5.3.6 Ablation study
5.3.6.1 Group Size
In the proposed WHE layer, the input is first split into groups. Inside each group with size g, the
width of the hidden layer is g2. Therefore, the group size determines the width of the whole hidden
layer. In Table 5.7, we analyze the influence of different group sizes on the performance of the
models with our WHE layer. When increasing the group size from 4 to 16, a consistent accuracy
improvement (0.42%, 1.32% and 2.01%) is observed. This result further justifies the benefits of
increasing implicit width with our WHE layer.
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Table 5.7: Compare performance with different group sizes in WHE layers based on ResNet-18 model on
ImageNet (150× 150).
Model Group size Param Top-1 Top-5
Original - 11.7M 64.96% 86.19%
Ours
4 11.7M 65.38% 86.35%
8 11.8M 66.28% 87.12%
16 11.9M 66.97% 87.48%
Table 5.8: Compare performance of different weight decay policies for WHE layers based on ResNet-18
model on ImageNet with 150× 150 image size.
Model Weight Decay Top-1 Top-5
Original - 64.96% 86.19%
Ours
Fixed (1e−4) 65.87% 86.81%
Fixed (1e−6) 66.61% 87.32%
Adjusted 66.97% 87.48%
5.3.6.2 Weight Decay for WHE layers
We explored the impact of various weight decay policies on the WHE layer with group size 16
and observed that various weight decays have a noticeable influence on the scale of the parameters
in the WHE layer. If the same weight decay (1e−4) is applied to all layers, a large portion of
parameters in WHE layers turn to zero. Considering this, we make the weight decay for WHE
layers different from other layers. On the other hand, setting the weight decay to a smaller value
introduces slight overfitting, and the accuracy increases less than expected when the learning rate
decreases. Therefore, we adopt an adjustable weight decay policy in our experiments. We set the
weight decay to a small value (1e−6) in the early phase of the training process, and increase it
to (1e−5) later. Table 5.8 compares the accuracy of using such an adjusted weight decay strategy
against fixed weight decay. It demonstrates that adjustable weight decay can introduce higher
performance increase (+2.01% Top-1) than fixed weight decay (+1.65% Top-1).
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Table 5.9: Comparison on Pascal VOC 2007 test set for two different input resolutions.
In M mAPaerobike bird boatbottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horsemotorpersonplantsheep sofa train tv
512
Original 74.9 76.184.175.964.9 54.7 81.982.285.1 57.9 83.1 70.9 81.9 84.8 84.7 78.3 49.5 75.7 70.382.872.8
WHE 76.2 76.884.675.766.1 56.4 83.083.485.2 61.6 82.6 72.7 85.1 86.1 84.9 78.8 50.2 79.3 73.383.274.9
384
Original 71.6 73.079.669.760.8 44.3 78.578.286.1 52.3 79.7 72.6 82.2 81.6 83.1 74.3 43.7 71.4 72.578.368.9
WHE 72.8 73.479.069.662.8 46.7 80.278.785.2 55.4 81.1 73.2 84.5 84.5 81.5 76.6 48.6 73.9 71.580.169.5
5.3.7 Object Detection
We evaluate the performance of WHE on the object detection problem by applying it to CenterNet
[100], the state-of-the-art one-stage object detection CNN model. We use the ResNet-18 backbone
model as a baseline and embed WHE as was described in the ImageNet experiment to measure
its improvement. We follow the same training strategy as the original CenterNet paper and source
code. Mean Average Precision (mAP) is evaluated on MS COCO [53] and Pascal VOC [16]
datasets. We test with 512×512 resolution on COCO, and both 512×512 and 384×384 on Pascal
VOC.
On COCO, we list the comparison results with the original model on mean average precision over
different IoU thresholds (AP, for all the thresholds, AP50, for IoU threshold 0.5, AP75 for IoU
threshold 0.75). On the Pascal VOC dataset, we report the average precision for each category and
the mean average precision over all the categories.
Table 5.9 shows that with our proposed WHE layer, the average precisions of CenterNet on most
categories of Pascal VOC dataset are significantly higher than the original model.
Table 5.10 shows that when applying the WHE layer on ResNet-18 backbone, CenterNet can
achieve more than 1% better mAP on different IoU thresholds on the COCO dataset.
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Table 5.10: Comparison on COCO validation dataset for input size of 512× 512.
Input Backbone AP AP50 AP75
512
ResNet18 27.7 44.3 29.1
ResNet18+WHE 28.9 46.1 29.8
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce a novel Wide Hidden Expansion (WHE) layer for deep convolutional
neural networks. The WHE layer is composed of a wide hidden layer, which has a considerable
number of channels than the input and output. Each channel in the hidden layer is only connected
to two input channels and one output channel. WHE layers significantly increase the implicit width
of the network with a negligible increase of computational complexity and memory consumption.
With extensive experiments, we show that adding the WHE layer to existing network architectures
consistently boosts the accuracy of different datasets and network architectures for both image
classification and object detection.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, we focus on optimizing CNN for high efficiency and high performance and design
new structures to achieve this goal from different aspects.
In Chapter 3, we exploited the redundancy in the standard convolutional layer and proposed
three new structure designs: Single Intra-channel Convolutional (SIC) layer, topological sub-
divisioning, and spatial “bottleneck” structure. Using these new structures, we built highly compact
and efficient CNN models that have similar accuracy to the traditional CNN models but several
times less computational complexity. The SIC layer factorizes the conventional 3D convolution
into single basis intra-channel 2D convolution and linear channel projection, which can achieve
similar learning capability with several times less complexity. The SIC layer has been widely used
as the fundamental building component in state-of-the-art CNN models on image classification and
object detection problems. Topological sub-divisioning further reduces the complexity by limiting
input and output connections in a more structured and effective manner than group convolution
used in AlexNet [45] and ResNeXt [87]. The spatial “bottleneck” structure exploits the redun-
dancy in spatial dimensions by reducing the spatial dimensions with 2D intra-channel convolution
before linear projection and recovering the spatial dimensions afterward.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we improved the recognition performance of CNN models by proposing new
layers that have increased the ability of learning non-linearity. In Chapter 4, we introduced a novel
non-linear activation function that we named Lookup table Unit activation function (LuTU). The
shape of LuTU is exceptionally flexible and can be learned together with all the other weights from
the training data. The learned activation functions are dramatically different from the ones that are
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commonly used and also have high diversity. LuTU increases the accuracy of CNN models on
various tasks with a negligible increase of complexity and a number of parameters.
In Chapter 5, we proposed the Wide Hidden Expansion (WHE) layer that increases the non-
linearity of the networks by increasing the number of hidden channels and corresponding acti-
vation functions. In WHE, the number of channels in the hidden expansion layer is more than
a magnitude more than its input and output. Due to its structured sparse connection to the input
and output, only a small increase of computation is induced. WHE achieves higher accuracy than
traditional CNN models thanks to its extremely wide hidden layer design.
Both LuTU and WHE provide new perspectives for increasing networks’ learning capability with
negligible increase on consumption.
6.2 Future Work
In this work, we proposed several distinctive layers and structures that can serve as building com-
ponents of deep CNN models. Due to limited time, we did not have a chance to thoroughly study
how to combine these components to achieve better performance — for example, using LuTU as
the activation function in the hidden layer of WHE. Since these components focus on different
aspects of the network’s learning ability, we believe they can complement each other when being
reasonably fused.
Network architecture searching (NAS) technology has attracted increasing attention from researchers
due to its potential to learn optimal architecture automatically. One future research direction is
to utilize NAS to find the architecture that can efficiently combine the proposed components to
achieve an optimal trade-off between accuracy and complexity.
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